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Two elk spar in late
September o f 2007.
Elk are among the
many ani^hals studied
by wildlife biology
faculty and students
atU M .
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O N THE COVER:
The University of M o ntana has alw ays
been proud to have the grizzly represent
the strength o f its athletic and academic
program s, particularly the W ild life Biology
Program featured in this issue.
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You are gettin g sleepy.
Very sleepy.
*
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H oliday Inn
Downtown a t the Park
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U P WITH
MEMORIES

Thanks for the
information on
getting the “Up With
Montana” ringtone.
When my phone rings,
it reminds me o f the
times we took the train
from Missoula to Butte
to watch the Grizzlies
play the Bobcats. We
ran up and down the
length o f the train
singing our Montanan
songs at the top of our
lungs for the whole
trip. Ah, the spirit and
energy of those days!
Bob Duval '51

Bristol, CT

On the Window Seat,
a self-portrait oil painting

on canvas donated to
the University by artist
Fra Dana, is one of the
numerous pieces in the
Montana Museum of Art
& Culture's Permanent
Collection.

HEART OF GOLD

HELP, I'M STUMPED!

I enjoyed the winter 2008 issue o f
the Montanan very much, especially
the articles on Eric Braeden and
art at The University of Montana.
Reading about the art collection
reminded me that several years
ago you did an entire article about
Fra Dana. I found her art just
wonderful and her life fascinating.

First o f all, great winter issue! I
always enjoy your magazine. Being
a graduate of the School of Forestry,
I read with interest the article
on “Memorial Row.” It left me
wondering though, in both the first
paragraph and the picture caption,
it mentions the “original” pine
trees. Are not the ones standing
today the original trees, or did
something happen to the original
trees, and the ones we currently
see are replacements?

C arol H a u sa u e r '8 4

Beaverton, OR
DESCRIPTION OFF BASE

The winter 2 0 0 8 issue of
the Montanan incorrectly
identified Fort Sill as being
located in C o lorad o (From

Campus to Combat). Fort Sill
is located in O klah o m a. In
the sam e article. Rich M a g e ra
w as identified as U M 's ROTC
G riz z ly Batallion com m ander
during 1 9 8 1 *8 4 . H e actually
served as instructor during that
time. W e a p o lo g ize for the
errors.

I just thought I would let you know
on page twenty-eight of the (winter
2008) Montanan in the caption of
the picture of Dan DeCoite, you
say he is in Fort Sill, Colorado. Fort
Sill is the home o f field artillery and
in Lawton, Oklahoma. I went to
basic training there in 1987. Fort
Carson, which has special forces
groups, is in Colorado at Colorado
Springs. As a retired soldier and
UM graduate, I enjoyed the article.
I too, along with many Montana
guardsmen, spent 2005 in Iraq.
Bill P atterso n '9 5

Broomfield, CO

Chuck H arris, '7 4

Chief, Bigfbrk Fire Department
[Editors note: The original Memorial
Row pine trees still stand today.
However, many trees are stressed
because o f campus construction,
disease, weather, and bicycle and
pedestrian traffic.]
M A JO R SALUTE

Thanks for our Montanan. You
are surely in the top percentage
of excellence in college magazine
publications. Keep up the good
work!
Lt. Col. Sidney R. H ow ard ,
U.S.A.F., Ret. '6 2 , B.S. '6 7
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BLAST FROM THE PAST

I want to relay to the Alumni
Association how impressed I was
as a “grad” with the 2007 fiftieth
graduation celebration last May.
It was more of a thrill than the
Commencement week during early
June o f 1957, when my proud
parents drove over from Laurel to
watch their youngest walk off the
platform with a B.A. in his hand!
From the opening reception at the
North Hall welcome desk to the
final hug and photo opportunity
with President Dennison, it was a
grand experience. And, the formal
dedication o f the new J-School was
a treasured part o f the festivities
for me! I do not know how the
reunion could have been improved
upon. Every 1958 graduate should
become a part of your upcoming
2008 reunion. My personal
“thanks” to the UM Alumni
Association.
Jim G raff '5 7

via e-mail

W ANTED:
YOUR
OPINIONS

The
Montanan

welcomes
letters to
the editor.
Please
sign and include your graduating
year or years of attendance,
home address, and phone
number or e-mail address.

Send them to: Montanan Editor,

325 Brantly Hall,
Missoula, MT 59812 or
themontanan@umontana.edu.
Because of space limitations, we
are not able to include all letters
sent to us. Letters may be edited for
length or clarity. W hile universities
are places of discussion where good
people do not always agree, letters
deemed potentially libelous or that
malign a person or group will not
be published. Opinions expressed
in the Montanan do not necessarily
reflect those of The University of
M ontana.

via e-mail

WWW.UMT.EDU/MONTANAN
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The only thing missing is you.

Put yourself in Missoula this summer, virtually or literally.
With our great mix o f online and 4-day-a-week on-campus classes,
you can earn credits in the style that fits your summer plans.

To learn more, visit us at montanasummer.umt.edu
or caU 406-243-4470.
The University of

Montana

NOTABLES I PRESIDENT'S CORNER I BY THE NUMBERS I GRIZ NATION

around t h e o v a l

ign Assignment
UM Journalism Students Conduct Exchange W ith Czech Peers
or five University of Montana journalism students,
the city o f Prague felt nothing short o f a colossal
theme park. Former J-School Dean Charlie Hood,
our chaperone/tour guide/editor extraordinaire, led us
through a sea of rainbow-colored, centuries-old elaborate
buildings and statues on cobblestone-paved sidewalks.
We couldn’t read anything. We couldn’t understand
anyone.
We spent our days trekking through Prague on
foot, using our Missoula-sized sense of direction to
navigate a city o f about 1.2 million people. Between
the unfamiliar streets and the language barrier, everyday
tasks like buying food and finding a bathroom became
complicated treasure hunts.
Thankfully, our Czech counterparts (we still haven’t
tired o f calling them our “Czechmates”) spoke English
beautifully and were happy to guide us through their
country. They showed us the best Chinese food in town,
took us to a professional football (soccer) game and
taught us that shots of espresso were to be sucked down,
not sipped.
But most o f all, the Czechs helped us track down
stories for our project, Common Ground. To us, the
Roma people o f Europe were a total mystery. The Czech
students guided us through a foreign society that we
knew little about. As we learned more, it was clear that
minorities in Europe face many o f the same issues as

F

minorities in the United States.
While doing research within the Roma community,
we soon learned that the Roma struggle with forced
assimilation and discriminatory laws. We thought we
were going to another country to learn more about a
minority group, but we came out o f it with not only
more insight into the Roma society, but also more
knowledge of our own moral standards. With the help
of our partners, we were able to communicate with the
Roma people and develop stories about issues they felt
were important to address.
O ur roles were reversed when we returned to
Montana and our Czech peers arrived. Whether it was
sitting in on a tribal council meeting on the Flathead
Reservation or learning about the Blackfeet language,
the Czechs relied on us to introduce them to American
Indian issues.
But we also introduced them to Missoula, and we
quickly learned our foreign friends were up for anything.
We danced to bluegrass music at the Top Hat and visited
Glacier National Park, where we saw a moose and two
bears.
The exchange lasted a total o f two months— time that
went by too quickly for all o f us. O f all the classes we’ve
taken and all the people we’ve met through our college
careers, we re sure to remember this assignment vividly.
—Sean Breslin and Ashley McKee
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gro u p w h o traveled
to Prague stand a t
G lacier Park. The photo
w a s taken to show
the Czech students
M o n ta n a , (above left);
A traditional Roma
dan cer w o w s the
crow d on the
d ow ntow n streets
o f Prague as U M
journalism students
look O n (above right);
U M journalism
seniors A shley M cKee
a n d Sean Breslin pose
fo r a snapshot in front
o f the Charles Bridge in
Prague (bottom).

WWW.UMT.EDU/MONTANAN
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RESEARCH
REVEALS
BIRD FLIGHT
SECRET

ften mysteries are hidden right in front of us, but human eyes
aren’t quick enough to detect them. That’s where UM biology
Professor Ken Dial and his high-speed cameras come in.
Dial, director of the University’s Flight Laboratory, has used high
speed imagery to slow down blurring wings enough to show that all birds
use the same basic wing angle relative to the ground to gain altitude,
glide, descend, or run up steep surfaces.
He says this fundamental wing stroke may help explain how birds
evolved to take to the skies.
“I think many big findings in biology are fairly straightforward
common sense,” he says. “That’s where the beauty o f this resides— its
simplicity and utility are quite striking.”
Dial used chukars, a type of partridge, in the initial research and later
confirmed the fundamental wing stroke among twenty other bird species.
During his twenty-five years studying flight, the researcher often
photographed birds in wind tunnels to learn how they use their wings.
His recent research also studied adolescent birds as they learned to fly.
“We figured the stroke angles were going to be all over the place, but
it turned out to be just a single stroke,” he says.
The fundamental stroke is confined to a narrow range of less than
20 degrees, which directs aerodynamic forces above the horizontal,
permitting a 180-degree range in the direction of travel.
Did avian ancestors first take wing by climbing and then gliding from
trees? By running along the ground, beating their feathered forelimbs,
and taking off? Dial now offers a third theory—the ontogenetictransitional wing hypothesis—which suggests birds evolved incrementally
by learning to use their wings to run up steep surfaces. His previous work
already has shown that birds use their wings like the spoiler on a race car
to run up steep inclines.
Dial’s new findings recently were published in the international
science journal Nature.

O
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MIKE MANSFIELD '
entrusted UM to carry
on his legacy and
his wife Maureen’s,
through an academic
center for students.
This year, the
Maureen and Mike
Mansfield Center
celebrates twenty-five years of furthering its mission to promote
the central themes of Mansfield’s unique career— ethics and public
affairs, and modern Asian studies.
Mansfield, who credits his wife, Maureen, with his success, was
the longest-serving Senate Majority Leader in U.S. history and later
ambassador to Japan. Mansfield continues to be recognized for his
dignity, morality, and bipartisanship.
This year the center created a critical language program in Chinese
with a $1.8 million grant from the Department o f Defense, and its
new Juries and Democracy Program will train leaders to promote
democracy through jury development in Japan, Korea, and China.
Terry Weidner, director of the Mansfield Center, attributes the
international access of the Montana center to its accomplishments,
the “enormous respect” that the Japanese had for Mansfield, and
The Maureen and Mike Mansfield Foundation—with offices in
Washington, D.C., Tokyo, Japan, and Missoula.
Following six years of discussion between the Mansfields,
UM administration, and faculty, the center was founded with a
congressional endowment that continues to provide funding.
In 1983 Regents Professor Paul Lauren became the center’s
first director and was instrumental in establishing the Mansfield
Conference, the center’s premier annual event that promotes open
discussion on the two pillars of Mansfield’s career.
At the 1986 Mansfield Conference, more than 5,000 people
filled UM ’s Dahlberg Arena to hear former President Jimmy Carter,
the keynote speaker. Five years later, at the Japans Emerging Role in
the World conference, Mansfield himself addressed an even larger
audience.
Mansfields life is a testament to the American dream. Before
his fifty years of public service began, Mansfield lied about his age
and enlisted in the Navy as a fourteen-year-old in World War I.
Then he served as a Marine and worked for eight years in the coal
mines of Butte. There, Mansfield met his future wife, Maureen, who
encouraged him to seek a college degree. He earned a master’s degree
in history and political science in 1934 and taught at UM until he
entered politics in 1942.
Despite living in Washington, D.C., for most o f Mike’s political
career, the Mansfields never lost touch with Montana, sending
Christmas cards to their constituents each year.
Weidner says the center remains true to the Mansfield spirit.
“In everything we try to do, we try to look at overarching issues
that really concern not just Asia, but all the folks in Montana.”
- Ashley Zuelke

A Legacy O f
Permanence
And Quality

The President’s Corner

UM Commercials Net Awards

I
;
I

B®wo years ago, UM embarked on a marketing campaign meant
I to highlight the University's strong sense of community, unique
■ campus setting, and world-class faculty.
Now UM is being rewarded for its efforts. In February the University's
television campaign received six awards, including one Best of Show
for a commercial featuring UM assistant professor of anthropology
Kelly Dixon, at the 2007 ADDY Awards Competition in Great Falls. In
March UM also received a national award for the commercial featuring
Dixon—a silver distinction—this time from the annual Admissions
Advertising Awards competition hosted by the Admissions Marketing

I
| Report.
Dixon is known for her archaeological work on the Donner Party
campsite in California and at the Coloma ghost town east of Missoula.
The Coloma dig site, overlooking a scenic mountain valley, provided
j a striking backdrop for the commercial, which shows Dixon and her
: students examining remnants from a dilapidated log cabin on the
outskirts of the abandoned mining town.
The University's comprehensive marketing campaign is spearheaded
I by UM Executive Vice President Jim Foley. All commercials are filmed
! by Chisel Industries, a Montana company, using 35-millimeter film and
specialized lighting and camera techniques to produce polished, vivid
I work.

In 2006 UM's "Griz Country" commercial took home Best of Show at
the ADDY awards, and won a silver in the regional ADDY competition.

Graduate Student Snares
$80,000 Scholarship
BIGHORN SHEEP HAVE a BIG FRIEND IN UM DOCTORAL
student Heather Johnson.
A wildlife biology major from Bellevue, Washington, Johnson works
to save endangered bighorns as an employee o f the Sierra Nevada
Bighorn Sheep Recovery Program o f the California Department of Game
and Fish.
Now her efforts have been rewarded with a three-year $80,000
scholarship from the 2007 Canon National Parks Sciences Scholars
program. She was one o f only four in the nation to earn the award.
I m ecstatic about it,” she says. “Its a big one to get. It was great to
see the review of my proposal. I’m encouraged to see how excited they
were about what we are doing.”
Johnson strives to preserve a California bighorn sheep subspecies that is
distinct from the Rocky Mountain bighorns found in Montana. She works
in the field with the animals during the winter and summer months.
The Canon program supports the development o f the next generation
o students in the fields of conservation, environmental science, and park
management. Its sponsored by Canon U.S.A., the American Association
for the Advancement o f Science, and the U.S. National Park Service.
Johnsons adviser. Professor Scott Mills, notes his student was selected
m a P°°l
150 applicants. “The competition was incredible,” he says.
WWW.UMT.HXJ/MONTANAN

hat do Susan Gibson, Bo Brown,
and Dan Pletscher have in common?
They share a creative relationship with The
University o f Montana, each in a
distinctive way. Susan Gibson won acclaim
as a songwriter and singer who wrote her
most famous song while a student at the
University. Bo Brown has enjoyed a
distinguished career as an academic and a promoter of professional
theatre, starting with the establishment o f the Montana Rep at the
University in the 1960s and then moving to other and larger
venues. Dan Pletscher has provided leadership to the Wildlife
Biology Program at the University, taking it from a good program
to world-class during his tenure. These three individuals— through
their very different but equally impressive creative accomplishments
— have contributed to the mystique and image o f The University
o f Montana. It seems manifestly clear that the University benefits
immensely from these relationships, gaining stature and status
through the accomplishments and fame o f its students and faculty.
But why expect otherwise? Most people identify a university by its
students, alumni, faculty, and staff, not by its buildings or
corporate structure. The University o f Montana has prospered
because o f the quality and achievements o f its people.
In recognition of the special value of these relationships, we of
the University seek to nurture and tout them. Every issue o f the
Montanan features students, alumni, faculty, or staff members and
their accomplishments. The recent and award-winning television
pieces to inform people about the University provide the means
to showcase outstanding individuals. The gatherings sponsored
by the UM Foundation and Alumni Association have the explicit
purpose of cementing and stewarding such relationships. The
recently completed and hugely successful campaign, Invest in
Discovery, relied fully on these relationships for its success. O f
perhaps even greater importance, that campaign re-established
some relationships that had declined over the years—some
8,000—and we will work hard to nourish and revitalize them
because of all that they mean to the University. For universities, as
for individuals, relationships matter because of the meaning they
provide and their capacity to enhance the quality o f community
life.
With these ideas and associations in mind, I often paraphrase
the eloquent but brief words used by founding President Oscar
John Craig as a tribute to the emerging university he guided to
development: “The University—It Shall Prosper!” My paraphrase
gets it right, in my view: “The University—Because o f You,
It Shall Prosper!” And so it has, over the years, because of the
commitment to allow its students, alumni, faculty, and staff to
realize their full potential.

W

G e o r g e M . D e n n i s o n , ' 62, '63

President and Professor o f H istory
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University Dining Services
Z A Total num^er different
U O types of pizza made by
Dining Services
A A A Average number
y ' U v v of healthy calories
students should receive each day

2

Number of different
UDS menus offered

354
350 vs. 171

Number of student UDS employees
vs. the number of norv-student UDS
employees

291

Pounds of coffee used by
UDS each week

$ 4 8 6 , 0 | 0 he annual
total amount of money spent on
food purchases through the UM
Farm to College program

$2,127,330

Taking It To The Streets
’Lynn Sloan was inspired to apply for
M TV s Choose or Lose Street Team ’08
election coverage because o f a simple caption.
“It had a picture of the White House
Press Corps with a caption that read ‘Why
let these guys have all the fun?’” says Sloan,
a 2007 graduate of the UM radio-television
department.
And now Sloan is the one having all the
fun. In January she was selected as one of
fifty-one citizen journalists around the country
whose job it is to report political and social
issues affecting youth. Sloan submits weekly
multimedia reports on M TV s social activism
Web site, www.think.mtv.com and also updates
a blog discussing the issues she reports.
“I just feel really honored to be a part of
this project and to have an opportunity to
cover the 2008 election in an exciting and
fun way,” Sloan says. “I knew I didn’t want to
just be a spectator during this election, and
now I’m covering it for young people and for

K

PHYSICS STUDENT SHOOTS FOR
THE STARS, LANDS IN ENGLAND

The amount of money the UM Farm
to College program has contributed
to local and regional, economies
since its inception
A T O Average number
J O of Bear Hugs care
packages sent out by parentsfto
students each year jp

1

1 Z Number of international
I w dining awards Dining
Services has received
Q A A Number of
^ O U v students that dine
with UDS daily
.^
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"Up with Monte ... Boys"

M e e t G r iz w a ld ,

The University of M ontana's cartoon bear. In the last
issue of the M o n ta n a n , w e asked read ers to submit captions explaining G rizw ald's
actions in a funny w ay. This issue's winning caption w as sent in by Phil Doty '64,
M .E D /74. Congratulations, Phil, you've w on a G riz stadium blanket!
Stay tuned. In the fall issue of the M o n ta n a n a new cartoon featuring G rizw ald
will need a caption. You could b e the next winner!

8
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Sloan also hopes to inspire more young
people to join M TV s Think Web site, which
also serves as a social networking platform for
youth to join and discuss issues and causes that
are important to them.
“Three months ago when I started, people
in Montana were still in the mind-set that
we can talk about the election, but our voice
doesn’t really matter,” Sloan says. “In a few
short months, that’s changed entirely. Now I
speak to young people who are amazed that we
may see candidates in this state and feel like
our June primary may actually be important.
Its an election unlike any other.”
Sloan’s work can be viewed at www.
streetteam08.com.

UM SENIOR HILARY MARTENS keeps
racking up the honors.
She’s already a Presidential Leadership
Scholar at UM. In 2007, she was named
one o f Glamour magazine's Top Ten College
Women. She’s been awarded the Goldwater
Scholarship for excellence in and commitment
to science and the UM Watkins Scholarship
for research. She was inducted into the Honor
Society o f Phi Kappa Phi in 2005.
And Martens recendy added to her
extensive list of accomplishments when she
became just the second Grizzly ever to receive
the prestigious Marshall Scholarship, good
for two years o f graduate school at British
universities.
Martens will graduate from UM in May
with degrees in physics and music and a minor
in mathematics. This fall, she’ll continue her
science studies, first at University College
London, then at University of Aberystwyth,
Wales, or perhaps the University of
Edinburgh. The British government covers all
expenses for Marshall Scholarship recipients.

The UNI Alumni Association presents

HOMECOMING
2000
8

EPTBHIBER

1 9 - 2 0

Singing On the Steps
Pep Rally
Lighting the M
Fireworks
Distinguished Alnmni Awards
Class Reunions
Parade
firizvs. DC Davis

1.877.U M ALUMS
UMontanaAlumni.org

^ ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
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NOTABLE A N D QUOTABLE
Jam es McKusick, dean of the Davidson
Honors College, (who appeared in the fall
2007 Montanan) recently has received a
wave of publicity for the Oxford University
Press edition of Goethe's Faust, Translated
b y Samuel Taylor Coleridge, which he co
edited with Frederick Burwick. The London
Times Literary Supplement has published
a favorable review of their findings; The
Chronicle o f Higher Education recently
profiled his work; a group of three U.K.
scholars have published a thirty-six page
criticism of the volume; and Christoph
Bode—a distinguished German professor
of English Romanticism at the University
of Munich—has published a review essay
supporting McKusick's and Burwick's
attribution of the translation to Coleridge.
All of these articles can be read on the
"Friends of Coleridge" Web site at www.
friendsofcoleridge.com/Faustus.htm.
9ft Preservation Excellence Awards were
presented at a ceremony on February
24 to members of the University Area
Homeowners Association. The awards,
given by the Montana Preservation
Alliance, credited the members of the
homeowners association with working
for more than thirty years to prevent the
construction of inappropriate structures in
the historic University District and playing
an integral role in encouraging home
owners to restore and maintain homes
to ensure continuation of the unique
residential character of the neighborhood.
The efforts by neighborhood volunteers to
preserve and protect the University area
were highlighted in the fall 2007 edition of
the Montanan in an article by Don Oliver,
a Writer Ginny Merriom received a gold
award in feature writing from the Council
for Advancement and Support of Education
District VIII for the story about Dr. Carlos
Duran and the International Heart Institute
she wrote for the Montanan [The Cutting
Edge, spring 2007). The Montanan also
received a merit in the external publications
category of the national Admissions
Advertising Awards Competition, sponsored
by the Admissions Marketing Report.
10
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Don O liver in Can
Tho, Vietnam , after
the w a r; Captain Jim
Ryan in the early '80s

(inset).

ALL R O A D S LEAD T O M O N T A N A
[Editor’s Note: Tell us your best Montana connection, because as you surely know by now, everywhere
you go, you can make one. Send submissions, along with your date o f graduation, or classyears where
appropriate, to: themontanan@umontana.edu. Winning stories w ill be compiled into an upcoming
Montanan feature. A ll entries become property o f University Relations, and we retain the right to edit
and publish the material]
1 1 was August 1979. The Vietnam War had been over for more than four years, but there was
■ still a steady stream of Vietnamese trying to escape the Communists who ruled their country.
■ Most o f them slipped away in leaky old boats and tried to sail the South China Sea to any
safe harbor. The boats often didn’t make it, and the Vietnamese were easy prey for pirates.
I was a member of a small pool of journalists on board the aircraft carrier USS Kitty Hawk
on maneuvers in the South China Sea. One of the missions of the six-ship task group was to
look for and rescue any Vietnamese boat people in distress.
The third morning out we were told the USS Wabash, the ship carrying fuel for aircraft and
other vessels, had rescued fifteen to twenty Vietnamese refugees during the night. We journalists
were transferred to the Wabash, where we interviewed and photographed the Vietnamese. The
skipper of the Wabash, Jim Ryan, invited us to his quarters for refreshments. Settling in with
soft drinks, we asked Captain Jim Ryan questions about the rescue. Then one of the reporters
asked Ryan where he was from.
“Montana,” he replied. I chimed in and said, “I’m from Montana too— from Billings.” Then
to my amazement, he said he also was from Billings and that he had lived on Avenue E. So had I.
Others in the room began listening to see how this was going to play out. “What block did
you live on?” he asked. “The 200,” I replied. With a big grin he said that’s where he had lived.
It turned out our families lived across the street and down one house from each other
from the late ’40s into the mid-’50s, but our paths had never crossed. In 1950 when I started
high school, Jim had gone off to Missoula to attend The University o f Montana (then called
Montana State University). By the time I got to Missoula four years later, Jim already had
departed the University to become a Navy pilot and, later in his career, the captain of the
aircraft carrier Lexington.
A week or so after our first meeting, we met for lunch in Hong Kong. By then he had been
joined by his wife, Margie, a Billings girl who had flown in from the United States to help Jim
enjoy his liberty. We all marveled that it took the efforts of the Navy and a group of Vietnamese
boat people on the South China Sea to bring together two Griz from the same block in Billings,
Montana.
- Don Oliver ’5 8
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around th e oval
^ Lady Griz Conquer
O Big Sky Conference
Montana down by
twenty-three at the
half. The Lady Griz
could not catch up
Lady Griz, under the guidance of
and trailed by twenty
Head Coach Robin Selvig, will
points, or more, the
] make it into the NCAA basketball
rest o f the game.
tournament. Statistically speaking,
“I thought we
without even looking at the roster o f
could play them
^ talent on the seasons lineup, you’d
tough, but everything
have about a 57 percent chance of
had to go right for us,”
being correct.
Selvig says. “They (Vanderbilt) played
This year Robin Selvig’s
great defense and we shot poorly, but
Lady Grizzlies qualified for their
I give them all the credit in the world.
seventeenth appearance in the NCAA They are an awfully good basketball
• tournament in his thirty years as
team.”
coach. T hat is a stat that most
The Lady Griz have more to
| basketball programs in the country—
celebrate when it comes to their
' men or women— would envy. O f
Big Sky Conference Championship
| course, real UM fans believe Montan;
victory over rival MSU. Having
! will make it every year, but most
won the regular season conference
schools dream o f the day their team
championship, UM hosted the
| might qualify for the big dance.
conference tournament and had an
But even though the Lady Griz
offensive explosion, beating Portland
made it to the dance, when the team
State 94-80 in the semifinal game
j played No. 4-ranked Vanderbilt
and Montana State 101-65 in the
University, they lost 75-47 against
championship. Junior guard Mandy
the Commodores in the opening
Morales scored fifty-five points,
I round of the 2008 NCAA Division I
had fourteen assists and eleven
I Women’s Basketball Championship o
rebounds in the two games to earn
Saturday, March 22, in Albuquerque,
tournament MVP honors to go along
I New Mexico.
with her third first team All-Big Sky
The Commodores forced twentyConference selection.
j two turnovers, and Montana only
There are too many talented
shot at 29.4 percent. The Lady Griz
players and far too many great
were within four points with less thai
moments from the Lady Griz season
eight minutes to play in the first half
to cover it all here, but there are some
but a scoring run by Vanderbilt left
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ets say at the beginning o f the
college basketball season you
make the prediction that the

Above: The Lady
G riz celebrate their
Big Sky Conference
championship victory
w ith H ead Coach
Robin Selvig (far right).
Assistant Coach Annette
Rocheleau (far left).
Assistant Coach Shannon
Schweyen (second row,

highlights. Heading into the NCAA
tourney, junior Sonya Rogers was the
nations most accurate three-point
shooter. Rogers’ season percentage
of 48.6 put her on top o f NCAA
statistics for three-point field goal
percentage. The Lady Griz also ranked
in the top ten in the nation in free
throw percentage, sitting at eighth at
77.8 percent. Montana also ranked
just outside o f the top ten in scoring
offense, coming in eleventh at 75.6
points per game.
With players like Morales and
Rogers returning next year, the odds
will likely improve for Selvig and his
team to make it back to the NCAA
tournament in 2009.

fa r left), and Assistant
Coach Trish Duce (back
row, fa r left). W inning
the tournam ent brought
the team to the NC AA
Division I Women's
Basketball Tournament
fo r the seventeenth time.
Left: Senior guard and
fo rw a rd D ana Conw ay
proudly holds up the cutd ow n net afte r the Lady
G riz beat M o ntana State
University 1 0 1 -6 5 in
the Big Sky Conference
W om en's Basketball
Tournament a t U M in
March.

W HERE'S Y O U R G R IZ BEEN?
S hannon N o b le '9 7 (left), friend Jenn Standley (m id d le), a n d S ta n d b y 's d aughter, Lexi (rig h t),
share their G riz pride a t the seventy-fifth com m em orative football g a m e betw een the Baltimore
Ravens a n d the Pittsburgh Steelers on N ovem ber 5 . "I also g o t a picture o f p ast G riz player
Justin G reen , w ho m ad e a nice p lay for the Ravens that night," N o b le writes.
C ongratulations, Shannon. You've w on a $ 5 0 gift ca rd to The Bookstore a t UM.
Do you have a photo sporting your G riz g e a r in a n a m az in g p lace ? If so, send it, along
with a brief description to: them ontanan@ um ontana.edu. W inners will receive a $ 5 0 gift
certificate to The Bookstore a t UM an d se e their w inning photo published in the M o n ta n a n .
To b e considered, photos must b e in focus with the UM o r G riz logo clearly visible.
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IN THE FIELD
UM's W ildlife Biology Program
offers unparalleled access to
real-world classroom
BY JIM ROBBINS

escarcher Scott Mills hikes the forests and meadows o f the Northern
Rockies looking for droppings left by snowshoe hares. The DNA in the
pellets, he says, will answer a key question—whether the coat color
HH
o f snowshoe hares is evolving fast enough to keep pace with climate
change and fewer days with snow on the ground. “In other words,” he asks, “will the
genetic response be fast enough to keep them from being wiped out?”
The answer is a ways off, but the trend does not look good. “They are dying in
larger numbers because they are white on more and more days when the ground is
brown,” he says.
WWW.UMT.EDU/MONlANAN

W ild life Professor Scott M ills
w ith a simple device used to
non-invasively collect hair
samples from lynx
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childhood favorite “the worms crawl in, the worms crawl out.”) Knowing
Mills’ snowshoe hare research is one of many state-of-the-art wildlife
each bird’s fingerprint allows biologists to identify returning birds by
studies taking place within driving distance of Missoula. With millions
their unique song, instead of trapping them.
of acres of wilderness and national forest nearby— from Glacier and
“People here are thinking about novel ways to get good data in a
Yellowstone national parks to the Selway-Bitterroot and Bob Marshall
logistically challenging area,” Mills says.
wilderness areas— the University has become the nations top school for
Take, for instance, Professor David Naugle, a researcher who uses
wildlife research— in the wild.
“The obvious draw for wildlife biologists is right out the door— intact chemical isotope signatures to glean a wealth o f information about his
subjects. “You can pull a feather out of a shorebird in Mexico and know
ecosystems and large landscapes,” says Mills, a professor o f wildlife
where in Canada that bird nested,” Naugle says.
biology at UM for thirteen years.
The food and water a bird consumes as it molts— dropping its
Western Montana is the only place in the lower forty-eight states
feathers and growing new ones— is stored as a unique isotopic signature
where all indigenous mammalian species that were present when Lewis
in the blood pulp o f the new feathers. When the bird migrates from
and Clark came through are still extant. From grizzlies to wolves,
Canada to Mexico, it carries with it the isotope signature of the region
wolverines, lynx, cougars and herds of elk, bighorn sheep, and mountain
where it last molted. Using the blood pulp, researchers like Naugle can
goats, all of the large mammals still roam.
isolate that isotopic signature to identify the latitude at which it normally
The ability to study such an array o f wildlife so close to campus is
occurs, and thus where the bird nested the previous season.
exceedingly rare, and Missoula has one o f the only university wildlife
The wildlife program also
programs with such ready access
employs modern “eye in the sky”
to the field. The collection of field
Western Montana is the only place in the lower forty-eight states technologies. Satellite imagery
data— the behavior and biology of
wildlife in the wild—is what makes
where all indigenous mammalian species that were present when allows researchers to take hlghresolution images in small areas
the program here most distinctive.
and make predictions about large
Lewis and Clark came through are still extant. From grizzlies
“If you are interested in wildlife
landscapes. “The images help us
in the lower forty-eight, Montana
to wolves, wolverines, lynx, cougars and herds of elk, bighorn
across broad areas,” Naugle says.
is where you want to be,” says Dan
“That’s key.”
Pletscher, director o f the Wildlife
sheep, and mountain goats, all of the large mammals still roam.
Because of the intact ecosystems
Biology Program. “Other places
and large landscapes in Western
read about it. Were living in the
Montana, researchers here also can take a “whole-system” approach to
middle of it. Were grounded in the field, and that’s a big difference.”
Biologists here learn to trap animals, sedate them, take samples, fasten wildlife biology. Instead o f just researching a predator, for example,
biologists look at how a number o f species are related to an animal—
radio collars in place, and track them. These are increasingly the lost
everything from parasites to amphibians to vegetation.
arts of wildlife research, says Mills, and scientists at other schools have
become more disconnected from the wildlife they study. “It’s the same
thing as people not knowing where their food comes from,” he says.
A COOPERATIVE APPROACH
The unique structure of the wildlife program also makes it different.
Similar programs at other universities are housed either in a forestry
OLD SCHOOL MEETS NEW SCHOOL
or agricultural school, where biology is de-emphasized, or in a biology
The work being done at UM today goes back to the pioneering research
department, where conservation plays a small role. The UM program
o f John Craighead, the former head of the Montana Cooperative
combines both aspects in the College of Forestry and Conservation and
Wildlife Research Unit, in whose name an endowed chair recently
the Division o f Biological Sciences. “Students get basic biology, and that
was created. “A lot o f people my age got into the field because o f the
undergirds the conservation effort,” Pletscher says.
National Geographic specials showing grizzlies and the Craigheads in
The Montana Cooperative Wildlife Research Unit, a federal program
Yellowstone,” Pletscher says.
based on campus, adds a real-world dimension to the Wildlife Biology
The first graduate finished the program in 1941. In some ways
Program. The Coop Unit brings state and federal wildlife management
things have changed little. “The old skills are still here,” says Mark
problems to the University where they are addressed by Coop Unit
Hebblewhite, an assistant professor at UM. That includes cutting logs to
scientists and their graduate students.
build lynx and wolverine traps, constructing log corrals for trapping elk,
O ff campus, the Missoula community is one o f the world’s wildlife
and tracking animals on the ground.
research and management capitals, a kind o f de facto think tank that
The old school, though, is wedded to the new. The program here, for
complements work done by the University. The U.S. Forest Services
example, is the leader in non-invasive research techniques. Biologists use
Region 1 headquarters are here, as well as a Forest Service Rocky
a biopsy dart that scrapes a bit o f hide off an elk, for example, for DNA
Mountain Research Station, which conducts wildlife research across the
analysis. O r they collect hair from pieces of barbed wire fixed to a tree.
West. A number of top environmental groups have offices in Missoula,
To study songbirds in a less invasive way, UM Professor Erick Greene
including The National Wildlife Federation, The National Forest
has identified a unique sonic “fingerprint.” “It’s kind o f like jazz,” he
Foundation, and The Nature Conservancy, while the Rocky Mountain
says. “Young birds interact with a lot o f older birds and learn the riffs.
Elk Foundation, The Boone and Crpckett Club, and the Outdoor
They play around with it and massage it and come up with a song of
Writers Association o f America are headquartered in Missoula.
their own.” (A song by a Lazuli Bunting near Missoula sounds like the
16
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Lazuli Bunting, such as the older m ale
shown ab o ve, a re one species o f birds
studied b y W ild life Professor Erick
G reene. G reene (right) checks over the
mist net he uses to catch songbirds.
Lynx a re o nly one o f the m any anim als
researched a n d studied b y W ildlife
I

Biology Professor Scott M ills (below).
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“Its a good place for students to think about how the research
These students bring a sprinkling of international spice to a small city
connects to the policy,” says Muttulingam Sanjayan, a lead scientist for
where the sight of elk wandering a meadow or the yipping o f coyotes is
The Nature Conservancy who teaches in the Wildlife Biology Program.
not uncommon, but foreigners walking the street are a novelty.
Students who research grizzly bears or bull trout or wolverines can
“When you are a foreigner here, it is like being from another planet,
attend meetings with those who manage the animals and implement the an object of curiosity in a very positive way,” says Sanjayan, who is Sri
results of their work, Sanjayan says. By contrast, his research on pocket
Lankan. “In Washington, D.C., no one ever asked me where I was from.
gophers and cheetahs occurred while he was studying at the University
Here it happens all the time.”
o f California, Santa Cruz, which he says was hundreds, if not thousands,
The Wildlife Biology Program, in fact, has become an important
o f miles away from his subjects.
nexus for international wildlife issues and an exporter of high-quality
Some o f the hottest topics in wildlife biology are in play in the
research and conservation ethics to countries around the world. Many of
forests and prairies near the University. The Missoula area, for example,
the eighteen faculty members and their students conduct work in other
is in the middle o f the Yellowstone
parts o f the world. Tshering Tempa,
"W e 're grounded in the
I
to Yukon corridor, a 2,000-mile
a graduate student, will soon return
field, a n d that's a big
I
stretch of wildland along the Rocky
to Bhutan, where he will become the
d ifferen c e/' says Dan
I
Mountain chain cordillera that
country’s first professor o f wildlife
Pietscher, director o f the
biologists, conservationists, and
biology. Long closed to outsiders,
W ild life Biology Program . I
others in the United States and
the Buddhist country has protected
Canada hope to keep biologically
its snow leopards, common leopards,
intact by fostering connectivity—the
pandas, and black-necked cranes.
ability of wildlife to move between
Bhutan is modernizing, however,
chunks of critical habitat to assure
and pressure on its environment is
large, genetically secure populations.
mounting. Tempa will teach a brand- I
Also part o f the conservation
new corps o f wildlife professionals how i
curriculum is climate change, and it
to keep environmental crises at bay.
|
pervades nearly all research at UM.
Sanjayan works with the
The study Mills is doing in Glacier
government of Namibia on the
on snowshoe hares is one example. Assistant Professor Winsor Lowe
creation of a new type of national park that would integrate people into
studies Idaho giant salamanders, which occupy tiny headwater streams
the landscape so that they can live ecologically sustainable lives raising
in the Bitterroot Mountains. As species try to move up in altitude to
livestock, managing the park, guiding tourists, and selling crafts. Such
keep pace with warming, these critters might be the first to go. “They
sustainable practices are the only way, he says, that people will ever be
really can’t move up because they are at the top o f the headwaters,”
able to care for the planet. It would be the first park o f its kind, in a wild
Lowe says. “They are probably most vulnerable.”
and remote part of the world where black rhinos, lions, giraffe, zebra, and
Another key aspect of the program here, and a cutting-edge topic in
other exotic wildlife all roam.
conservation biology, is the importance of the social context in which
Part of the appeal for foreign students, many o f whom are from
policy occurs. Managing the wolf biologically is one element o f its
rural towns, is Missoula’s modest size. UM has 13,500 undergraduates
g
survival, but how do you take into account the ranchers and hunters
compared to University o f California, Berkeley, another top wildlife
and others who have to live with the wolf and its depredations and
school, which has about 32,000 students. There are 225 undergraduates
|
who, in the end, may be the ones who decide if it survives? Graduate
in the wildlife program at UM.
students here have surveyed residents who live with wolves and designed
For a medium-sized school, the UM program has a large impact
strategies to meet their concerns.
on international wildlife conservation. And learning the science and
management techniques in a place where an array of wildlife is right out
the door creates a one-of-a-kind credibility— not a “street cred,” but a
INTERNATIONAL FLAVOR
“field cred.”
An emphasis on field work and a stunning mountain landscape draw
I was in Tanzania talking to Masai herdsmen about predation by lions -■
students from a number o f other countries to UM. About one-quarter
o f the fifty wildlife biology graduate students have come from abroad to on cattle, Sanjayan says. “I knew what they meant. That was stunning to
these guys. They think because I am in America I have no idea about big
learn the new and the old wildlife techniques. This creates a culturally
predators. Saying you are from Montana rather than Washington, D.C., f
diverse gathering o f those who study the biological diversity. Aspiring
wildlife biologists from Pakistan, Poland, Argentina, Taiwan, Italy, Israel, makes a big difference when it comes to wildlife.’ ftA
Japan, Scotland, Mongolia, and Bhutan have studied at UM.
Jim Robbins is a freelancer writer in Helena where he writes
The biggest draw, though, is the intact natural laboratory and the
about science and the environment regularlyfo r The New
fact the mountains here are comparable to places with wildlife in other
York Times and Conde Nast Traveler and contributes to other
parts o f the world. “The geography is very similar to back home,” says
national and internationalpublications. He is the author o f
Tshewang Wangchuk, a Bhutanese biologist and UM grad student who
three books, most recently The Open Focus Brain: Harnessing
manages conflicts there between snow leopards and yak herders. “Being
the Power of Attention -to Heal Mind and Body, published by
close to nature is as big a part o f life in Bhutan as it is here.”
Shambhala Press.
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W ild life Biology Professor D avid N a u g le speaks
w ith students in his field conservation class last
m onth on a field trip to the Blackfoot V a lle y (above
topj; A displaying m ale sage grouse on a lek— a
place w h e re m ales assem ble to com pete fo r fem ales
in springtim e (above).

WWW.UMT.BXJ/MONUNAN

The University and the UM Foundation completed the
endowment for the John J. Craighead Chair in Wildlife
Conservation (Montanan cover story, spring 2005) to
augment the Wildlife Biology Program. An international
search resulted in the hiring of Joel Berger, who
came to UM last fall after serving as a wildlife faculty
member at the University of Nevada-Reno and senior
scientist for the Wildlife Conservation Society, working
primarily in the Yellowstone Ecosystem. He also has
worked in Africa, Asia, and South America.
The Wildlife Biology Program now faces another
challenge of raising a $3 million endowment by year's
end to match what The Boone and Crockett Club put
into a similar position—The Boone and Crockett Chair
in Wildlife Biology. Proceeds from this endowment
support graduate student research, tuition, fellowships,
and other expenses.
To learn how you can help, contact Dan Pletscher,
director of the Wildlife Biology Program, at
406-243-6364 (dan.pletscher@umontana.edu) or
Lisa Lenard, director of development. College of
Forestry and Conservation at 406-243-5533
(lisa.lenard@mso.umt.edu).
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On Her Mind

Susan Gibson wrote
Dixie Chicks' hit; I
"Wide Open Spaces
as a UM student
BY P A T IA S T E P H E N S

It was 1993, and Susan Gibson was home for Christmas
in Texas after her first semester—and her first taste of
adult freedom— as a UM student. Something set her
off—she doesn’t remember exactly what—and prompted
her to write the lyrics that would become one of the
best-selling country songs in history—and an anthem
for independence-seeking young women everywhere.
“My mom probably said something like, ‘W hat time did you get
home last night, honey?’ Whatever it was rubbed me the wrong way,”
Gibson says; “I sat down at the kitchen table and wrote furiously for
twelve minutes, and then I went and did something else. I forgot all
about it.”
The journey from furious scribbling in a notebook to best-selling
title track on the Dixie Chicks’ album “Wide Open Spaces” seems like
something, Gibson says, “sprinkled in fairy dust.”

A folk-Americana singer, songwriter, and guitarist with a throaty
voice and a twang that isn’t quite full-blooded Texan, Gibson has been
described as “a palomino o f a woman.”
“Susan Gibson’s growl grabs you in a headlock and doesn’t let go,”
wrote one reviewer. Another says she “has a voice that recalls blue skies
and amber waves of grain.”
Born in Minnesota to a railroad worker father and a teacher mother,
Gibson and her older sister grew up moving often. Thejfamily setded in
Amarillo, Texas, during Gibson’s high school years. But throughout all
those moves, one place always felt like home: Montana. Her father was
from Missoula, and his parents had a cabin o n Flathead Lake.
“O ur going ‘home’ meant going up to the cabin in Yellow Bay,”
Gibson says. “When we were the new kids everywhere, when everything
else in my life was changing, we would go up to that cabin every summer.”
Gibson said she considers Montana, particularly Missoula and the
Flathead Valley, her spiritual home.
20'
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“So much o f my childhood was there,” she says. “A lot o f good
memories. It was just solid.”
Gibsons family often hiked and held reunions in Glacier National Park,
where she remembers meeting college students working at the chalet. It
inspired her to enroll in U M ’s forestry school.
Her mother, Nancy Eliasson Gibson, had spent a few semesters at UM.
In fact, Nancy was attending UM when she was set up with Susans father,
Walter, by the family that owns Jim Palmer Trucking.
“My parents were brought together by a trucker,” Gibson says with a i
laugh. “That’s probably why I like traveling so much.”
Nancy taught elementary school math and music and gave piano lessons
to the neighborhood children, but Susan never took her mothers instruction
seriously.
“We just banged on the piano,” she says. “I shouldn’t have taken it for
granted. I don’t really read music, I just play by ear.”
She did learn to play guitar, and after a childhood singing in church and
school choirs, she performed Suzanne Vegas “Gypsy” at a high school talent
show and was hooked. She taught herself Vega’s entire catalog, as well as
music by the Indigo Girls, Tracy Chapman, and Shawn Colvin. She began
writing songs.
Returning to UM after that fateful winter break, Gibson played a piece of
music she was working on for a friend. “I asked her, ‘W hat does that make you
think of?’ and she said it reminded her o f her grandfather and the Sweetgrass
Hills. And I thought, ‘Oh, weird* I have similar lyrics in this notebook.’”
Her mother had included the forgotten notebook in a care package Susan
received that week.
“I love serendipity,” she says. “I don’t think there’s a coincidence.”
Gibson put lyrics and music together, and “Wide Open Spaces” was born.
She performed the song for the first time during open mic night at
Maxwell’s (later called The Ritz and now The Badlander). Before long, she
was running Maxwell’s open mic.
“I’d set up and get to drink beer for free,” she says. “I met the coolest,
weirdest people. It was so much fun.”
She started playing solo gigs at other bars, including The Rhino and The
Old Post. It was one o f these shows where “Wide Open Spaces” became the
first o f Gibsons original songs to be requested by someone she didn’t know.
School was not as much fun.
“It was hard,” she says. “I didn’t make as much out o f the academics as I
probably should have. I think what I’d really wanted was to work in Glacier
Park, but I got my wires crossed. [College] was not chasing butterflies and
fixing lunches for campers.”
Eventually, she left school and headed south to help her sister, who’d just
had a baby. She began playing with a band called the Groobees.
Together they recorded an album, “Wayside,” that included “Wide Open
Spaces.” The albums producer, respected Lubbock musician Lloyd Maines,
shared the song with his daughter, who had just started singing with a local I
favorite, the Dixie Chicks.
>' Gibson remembers Natalie Maines having her bachelorette party at a..
Groobees’ performance.
“She put a note on the piano that said, ‘Play “Wide Open Spaces.”’”
When Gibson learned the Dixie Chicks were interested in putting “Wide
Open Spaces” on their new album, she felt a bit territorial.
“I’m a sentimental person, and I get attached to things,” she says. “There
was a part o f me that didn’t even want the Groobees to record that song,,
because it was mine.
M ONTANAN SPRING 2008 I
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"W id e O pen Spaces"
W ho doesn't know what I'm talking about ?.■
W ho's never left home, who's never struck out
To find a dream and a life of her own
A place in the clouds, a foundation of stone
M any precede and many will follow
A young girl's dream no longer hollow
It takes the shape of a place out west
But what it holds for her, she hasn't yet guessed
She needs wide open spaces
Room to make her big mistakes
She needs new faces
She knows the high stakes
She traveled this road as a child
Wide-eyed and grinning she never tired
But now she w on't be coming back with the rest
If these are life's lessons, she'll take this test
She needs wide open spaces
Room to make her big mistakes
She needs new faces
She knows the high stakes
*As she packs her things, she feels she's left something out
Her friends and her family,-her dog and this house
She turns around to find her old room bare,
Looks at the U-Haul, it has to fit in there
As her folks drive away, her dad yells, "Check the oil"
Mom stares out the w indow and says, "I'm leaving my g irl"
She says it didn't seem like that long ago
W hen she stood there and watched her own folks go
She needs wide open spaces
Room to make her big mistakes
She needs new faces
,,
She knows the high stakes
*lo conserve space, this verse w as left out of
the Dixie Chicks' version of the song.
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N ew Dog O ld Tricks, out in
June, is Gibson's third solo
studio album in six years. It
can be purchased a t w w w .

“That song is so specific to me. ‘She traveled this road as a child’— that was
when we went up to Montana every summer. It was a really-long drive from
Amarillo to Missoula.
“And I don’t talk to my dad without him saying, ‘Hows your car running?
Have you checked yottr oil?’ That’s how dads tell their daughters they love them.”
Blit when she first heard the Dixie Chicks perform “Wide Open Spaces,” all
her concerns went out the window.
“Michael Tarabay, Natalie’s first husband, brought a copy of the CD over, and
we went and sat in his Suburban and listened to it,” Gibson says. “It made me
bawl my eyes out. It was so beautiful— it had this stunning musicianship ai^d very
professional production.
“I could still see my handwriting on the page, and here was this gorgeous
recording o f it.”
“Wide Open Spaces”— the song and the album—propelled the Dixie Chicks
to international stardom in 1998. The song went to No. 1 on Billboard’s Hot
Country Singles chart and won Single o f the Year at the Country Music Awards.
It has sold more than 16 million copies.
The album hit No. 1 on the Top Country Albums chart and won a Grammy
Award for Best Country Album. It went platinum, then diamond, selling more
than 12 million copies— the most ever by a country music group.
Attending a party in Nashville, Gibson and the Dixie Chicks— Maines, Emily
Robison, and Martie Maguire— celebrated in their own way.
“We did what Texas girls do—we went bowling and got tattoos,” Gibson says.
The Dixie Chicks have a ritual o f getting tiny chicken-feet tattoos to
commemorate their successes; to date, each has nine tattoos on their feet. Gibson
got hers on her right hand instead, between her thumb and forefinger.

susangibson.com in June.
ALBUM (OV ER A RT COURTESY O F SU SAN GIBSON

These days, Gibson lives on four acres in Wimberley, Texas, and spends a lot
of time on the road performing gigs and traveling in a custom Freightliner van
with her dog, Jezebel. Her third solo album, New Dog, O ld Tricks, will hit stores
in June. Her first two albums, “Chin Up” and “O uter Space,” along with her
previous work with the Groobees, have earned her a loyal following and a solid
reputation as a musician and songwriter.
Montana still holds a special place in her heart, especially now that her college
roommate, Michelle Moss, lives in her guest house.
“Aside from having a good friend close by,” Gibson says, “it’s like having a piece
of that life that I had back in Missoula. That was one of the best parts of my life.
“If I could do what I’m doing down here in Montana, I would move tomorrow.”
“Wide Open Spaces” has become a calling card for Gibson, who spent a long
time trying to figure out how to replicate the song’s success before finally letting go.
“Letting go is harder than hanging on,” she says. “But I’m in a different place
now than I was back then. I just say, ‘Thank you.’
“I love what I’m doing right now,” she says. “I have my litde house in the hills
and the whole rest o f the planet I can visit.”
Spoken like a woman who’s found a dream and a life o f her own.
Visit Susan Gibson online at www.susangibson.com and www.myspace.com/
susangibson.

Patia Stephens ’00, M.EA. ’0 7 is a freelance writer in Missoula. She
workedfor UM as an editor and Web content managerfor ten years in
University Relations. Visit her Web site at www.patiastephens.com.
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IliP ' reg Johnson left a prospering theater career in New York
to come lead the Montana Repertory Theatre in 1990.
At a picnic on his first weekend in Missoula, his new boss, Jim Kriley,
introduced him to his new colleagues in The University o f Montana
Department o f Drama/Dance: “The good news is he’s here. The bad news is
we don’t know if there’s going to be a company.”
One o f the first things Johnson did was call Jim Caron at Missoula
Children’s Theatre to ask if he’d share his list of local sponsors across the
country. Caron was kind. Johnson sat at his desk and started dialing. He sat
there for two weeks selling the Rep’s upcoming show, The Voice o f the Prairie.
“I got about ten more bookings that way,” Johnson remembers. “But it
was grim.”
It’s a much different story today. With the troupe not even halfway
through its 2008 tour o f Cat on a H ot Tin Roof, its 2009 schedule is already
sold out—oversold, in fact. The Rep is filling its houses from Sheridan,
Wyoming, to Key Largo, Florida. It raises 75 to 80 percent o f its budget in
tour fees, a rare feat. Its artistic mission is intact.
“As for me, I get up and I get to do exactly what I love doing,” Johnson
says. “Every day. How lucky can I be?”
Rick Prigge is feeling the luck o f the Rep these days, too. When the Butte
native heard that Johnson and the Rep were planning to tour Tennessee
Williams’ great play about family and suffering, Cat on a H ot Tin Roof for
the company’s fortieth season, he had to be part o f it.
The Rep is Prigge’s home theater company, the place where he sat in the
dark as a young acting student at UM and watched professionals put on a
show. There he learned the difference between the fearful first efforts of a
young actor and the bold daring of professionals. He earned his undergraduate
degree and was a year out of graduate school at the University of California,
Irvine, working in theater in Los Angeles when he heard about Cat.
In the ten-person cast, maybe three characters are suited for a young man.
One is the lead character, Brick.
Big D a d d y (Eddie Levi Lee)
“They had already held auditions, but his Brick had backed out,”
confronts his son. Brick (Rick
Prigge
says. “I called him and said, ‘Give me a chance. Let me take
Prigge), ab o u t his drinking
a shot at this character.’ Over twenty-four hours, I memorized the
problem s in M ontana
pivotal scene of the play and sent it in on tape. I was on pins and
Repertory Theatre's
needles for a week. Then Greg called me up and said, ‘You’re my
production o f Cat on a
Brick.’ I was just ecstatic.”
Hot Tin Roof
; G reg
Johnson, artistic director
Prigge is part o f a tour that left February 9 and performed its last
of the M o n tan a Repertory
show on April 27 in Lexington, Kentucky. The company—seventeen
Theatre ! H
.
B people with a set and equipment in two trucks and three vans—will
H have worked a two-week run in Missoula and then put up the show
sixty-five times across the country. In Prigge’s hometown o f Butte, they drew
1,000 people to the Mother Lode Theatre. It was Prigge’s mother’s birthday,
it was the Rep’s fortieth birthday, and he couldn’t have been happier.
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“People really, really respond to us,” says Prigge, who was on the
phone in Galveston, Texas, in early March. “We have a national
reputation, and we just pack the houses.”
The tour launched Prigge to union-actor status. One o f five Actors’
Equity Association members on the trip, the twenty-seven-year-old is fast
becoming one o f the professional company’s mentoring actors, like the
ones who taught him. That chain o f experience has become a hallmark
of the Rep: Audiences see great American plays. UM spreads its name
and reputation. The Equity actors get to work. And the students learn
what the theater life and craft are all about, says Johnson.
“They leave here, and they come back a different person,” Johnson says.
“They see the world, and they have to navigate it. They come back older.”
I^ B ih e Rep today enjoys the
I success its founders prayed
I for forty years ago. Four
decades o f sweat and tinkering
have produced the formula
that works: A mixed company
of professionals and students
tour the country performing
one classic American play. No
musicals. The company works
hand-in-glove with the UM
Department o f Drama/Dance,
which provides its home, its
technicians, its scene shop,
and some staff. The Rep does
outreach with an educational
tour in the fall, The Colony

playwrights’ festival and the local company Montana Rep Missoula.
Fewer than a handful of companies in the United States do what the
Rep does. And virtually no one makes it work financially the way The
Rep does, earning three-quarters o f its budget on the road. This year,
the company will bring in $500,000. Its $800,000 budget includes only
$15,000 in grants. Its 2009 tour o f Harper Lee’s To K ill a Mockingbird
is already booked from January through May with more than seventy
performances.
“We’ve found our niche, which is the great American play,” Johnson
says. “You go to Tennessee Williams, you go to Arthur Miller, you go to
Neil Simon when you need a comedy.”
From the actor’s perspective, Prigge sees that work every night. The
ever-touring musicals o f other companies are great entertainment. But
American audiences are hungry for
thought-provoking works that explore
what it means to be human.
“People come out o f there talking
to each other,” Prigge says. “It’s more
important than ever, with people isolated
on cell phones and computers all the time."
Johnson gives credit to Rena Shagan,
president o f Rena Shagan Associates Inc.
o f New York, a leading arts management
agency. Shagan has booked the Rep
Dr. Baugh (played b y Jack Zagunis)
a n d Reverend Tooker (G arret Burreson)
hold b ac k a crying Big M a m a (Jayne
-M u irh e a d ) in M o n tan a Reperto ry Theatre's
2 0 0 8 production o f Cat On A H ot Tin Roof.
M a g g ie (portrayed b y Heather
Benton) attem pts, yet a g a in , to seduce her
a lo o f husband, Brick (Rick Prigge), and
convince him they should conceive a b a b y
in o rd e r to secure his inheritance in Cat.

tour for the past fourteen years and has “changed the complexion of
the company,” he says. Shagan took on the Rep when it was trying to
do two shows per tour and had a smaller geographic reach. She advised
paring down to one show and expanded the range. That has brought in
presenters who can pay enough to support the Montana leg of the tour.
“They understood themselves artistically, and we have a good handle
on the market,” Shagan says.
Shagan consults on the choice of shows, helping the company stick to
its artistic mission while choosing plays that work in the marketplace.
“There aren’t that many touring companies who do this,” she says. “I
think what Greg has really done is carved out this niche for the company
doing these great American plays, telling the great American stories.”

he Rep’s artistic vision goes back to the very
beginning of the company and its founder
Firman H. “Bo” Brown. Montana’s theater
tradition began with the companies that visited
mining camps and frontier outposts by stagecoach
and steamboat beginning in the 1870s. UM
included theater on campus since its beginning in
1893. Theater declined after the Depression, but
the post-World War II education boom brought
new interest. Regional theater flourished. Brown,
who graduated with a journalism degree in 1949
and worked in theater during and after college,
joined the UM drama faculty during that era and
became chairman a year later in 1957.
“There was a great movement across the
country, the rise of regional theaters,” he remembers
today. “We were all there at the right time.”
Brown and his wife, Margery, started the
Bigfork Summer Playhouse in 1960 and ran it for seven years. But
Brown’s interest kept coming back to what he could do in Missoula.
There was no resident regional theater company o f any kind between
Seatde and Minneapolis,” he says. “So I thought, ‘Why not try?’”
Brown, who’s now retired in Missoula, lobbied the brand-new
Montana Arts Council and snagged $12,000 o f the first $40,000 it had
to give. The people Brown knew from his school days had gone back
to their hometowns around Montana. Brown worked the phones and
drummed up a tour.
I could sit in Missoula and call people all over the state and say, ‘We
want to come there. Can you see if your club would sponsor us?’ It worked
Y e ry w e l l . That network is what still makes everything work,” he says.
The young company put up Oliver Goldsmith’s She Stoops To Conquer
in the fell o f 1968, then George Bernard Shaw’s The D evil’s Disciple in
December, then performed them in February in Missoula with William
Shakespeare’s Julius Caesar. In March, they did twenty-four performances
in twenty-four days in nine Montana towns and one each in Idaho and
Utah. Fifteen thousand people saw the shows.
Brown liked to create things, not grow them for years, he says o f
himself, and he wasn’t a money man. In 1969, he went to a new job at
I Ithaca College in New York. He knew the Rep would be challenged, but
' “e thought it would prevail.
The theater is the only place where a real human being can sit and
te ll another human being what it’s like to be a human being,” he says.

T
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“O f all the arts, it is the most immediate. And that creates a whole host
o f emotions.”
W ithout Brown’s vision and energy, the Rep stumbled through the
1970s. W hat shows should it perform? Who should perform them?
Where should they tour?
“They went to several different models trying to make it work,” says
Steve Wing, the Rep’s production manager.
Wing started managing the Rep as a graduate student in 1978.
Drama department chairman Jim Kriley had arrived two years before,
and Kriley was determined to make the Rep work. He took the company
professional in 1978, a big milestone, and he renewed and stabilized it
artistically through the 1980s, but money was always a problem.
UM graduate Helen “Gus” Guthrie Miller '60 o f Butte was on the
statewide advisory board Kriley started for the Rep
in 1980. Fundraising was one o f its charges.
“I began to figure out how difficult it really is,
particularly in the arts, which account for about 7
percent o f every donated dollar,” Miller says. “And
the pie has significantly decreased as each national
disaster has come along. O f course, the first thing
that gets cut is the arts.”
When Johnson arrived in 1990, there was doubt
the company would survive because o f money woes.
O n the last day o f the 1991 session of the state
Legislature, then-Missoula legislators Mike Kadas
and Fred Van Valkenburg pulled off a $70,000
appropriation.
“That saved the Rep,” Wing says.
Johnson brought a background in New York
theater and a shipbuilding-family constitution to
the company.
“He knew there were national audiences out there who would pay for
good theater,” Wing says. “And he was right.”
Wing, who wrote his master’s thesis on the Rep in 1982 and
accompanied the tour for years, is the resident historian of the company.
He can tell about the time the briefcase with the actors’ paychecks and
$1,800 was stolen in Tacoma. And the time he and another company
member fixed the broken-down van on a mountain pass in Oregon, then
discovered they had left the back doors open and strewn luggage for ten
miles. Once the driver o f the truck on the Cowboy tour didn’t realize
he’d scraped off forty feet o f awning from the company’s motel. Actors
have quit on the spur of the moment, had open-heart surgery, fallen
asleep on stage, fallen off the stage, and landed in jail during a night out.
A tragic highway accident resulted in the death of an actress.
Throughout, the Rep has launched hundreds o f careers. And it’s kept
Wing’s interest. His job is the same, but every tour is different. The
people are interesting, and the problems are challenging, he says.
“We’ve survived,” Wing says. “And we’ll survive the foreseeable
future. And so many companies can’t say that. The University should
be so proud.” AA

“The theater is
the only place
where a real
human being can
sit and tell another
human being what
it’sJikekteJ)£.M.
human being

Ginny Merriam ’8 6 is afreelancejournalist who lives in
Missoula. An award-winning reporterfo r the Missoulian^or
twenty years, she currently is the communications directorfo r the
City o f Missoula.
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The story o f th e Robinson fam ily is best to ld on the campus o f The University o f M o n ta n a -rS
the tw o seem forever linked. The plotline w ill show that their loyalty speaks as clearly as their lineage.
They believe in helping to keep UM strong and prosperous. And like three generations before Njm,
great-grandson Logan is counting on your support fo r th e class o f 2023. Because as sure as 1
th e Robinsons' story goes on, your g ifts to higher education keep on giving.

Help secure the future of discovery at
The University of Montana . Make your gift a t :

he Universityof Montana

F o u n d a t io n

um foundation
UM In Celebration
Mode As Campaign
Sets State Record
he excitement built for five years. As
the final days approached, the numbers
climbed closer to the confident, and what
many thought, overly optimistic predictions
made by University o f Montana President
George Dennison. When the announcement
came that UM s Invest in Discovery campaign
raised an unprecedented $131 million, UM
Foundation workers responded with hugs and
exclamations o f appreciation.
Elated by the record-setting results, National
Campaign Chair Deborah Doyle McWhinney
says, “The outpouring of support from more
than 29,500 alumni and friends is testament
of the love and respect people have for this
University, its faculty, students, staff, and
programs. I send out a thank you the size of the
state of Montana to the donors and cadre of
volunteers who helped and contributed.”
UM President George Dennison joined
McWhinney in a celebratory toast and notes
that, “Private support has positioned the
University as a world-class institution.” He
points out that donors always are able to direct
their gifts to areas of campus that are most
meaningful to them. Generally, the campaign
gifts fall into the following main categories:
• $26 million for student scholarships
• $11 million for faculty support
• $57 million for academic programs
• $37 million for new and renovated facilities
Spotlighting just a few individuals illustrates
how this investment in UM already impacts
lives. Take for instance Salisha Old Bull, a
twenty-six-year-old graduate student who is one
of the many beneficiaries o f donor generosity.
Old Bull is the first UM student to receive
the Dennis and Phyllis Washington Foundation
Native American Graduate Fellowship for
pursuit o f her master’s degree in public
administration. When she completes the twoyear program, Old Bull, who is o f Salish and
Crow heritage, says she wants to attend law
school, preferably at UM.
Old Bull says she feels lucky and honored
W W W .UM T.EDU/M ONTANAN

to have the fellowship because such
funding opportunities are rare,
especially for graduate students.
“Getting this fellowship allows me to
accomplish my dreams,” she says.
Impact o f the campaign also
can be seen in UM s stellar faculty.
The Donald and Carol Jean Byrnes
Professor o f Finance, Keith Jakob,
says the private funding he’s received
“has been tremendously beneficial to
my career as a faculty member in the
School of Business Administration.”
W inner o f the Outstanding Teaching
Award on behalf of Beta Alpha

(Abov«) Keith Jakob, UM 's Donald and
C arol Jean Byrnes Professor o f Finance,
says the private funding h e has received
as a result o f the cam pa ign has helped
build his career. (Left) A n artist rendering
o f the Law Building addition

Psi, Jakob adds, “I could focus much more
attention on enhancing my current courses and
working on various research projects.”
Fundraising continues for campaign
priorities such as the addition to the School
of Law. “The generous philanthropy o f our
building donors demonstrates the qualities
marking the best o f our profession and our
friends. Working together, we are making this
critical project a reality. With great pride, we
celebrate your support for the next generation
o f UM law students,” says Dean Ed Eck.
Speaking to the overall success o f the Invest
in Discovery campaign, McWhinney notes,
“Nearly 13,000 first-time donors and donations
o f all sizes pushed the campaign way over the
top. These donors heard the stories o f the
groundbreaking research at the University

and said, ‘I want to be a part o f this. I want
to make this place even better.’ This historic
investment will ensure excellence in higher
education and will pay dividends to our state
for years to come.”
Many critical needs still exist at UM that
would benefit from continued support. Call
the UM Foundation at 800-443-2593 or go
online to www.DiscoveryNeverEnds.org.
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M2WB C ollection
in u v

B est o f
BA C K R O A D S

6 Documentary / DVD
Narrated by Mark Staples

Hosted by William Marcus
#121 Anaconda to Comertown
#122 Coming Home
#123 Collecting Memories
#124 Fromberg to Ulm

Includes Interviews, Aber Day
Film Footage, TV Performances,
‘95 Concert in Poison
Set includes Book with Historical
Prospective / Photos / Tributes
I Edited by Bonni Willows Quist

$2495

PBS Monthly Program Guide:

s t a s h

Includes previously unreleased material
| and Monte Dolack Portraits of Band

o f M o n t a n a v o iv i

Become a member o f MontanaPBS and receive the
Montana PBS comprehensive full-color progam guide
pvery month — all for only s3'5°°/year. The Guide
contains feature articles, photographs and detailed
descriptions o f your favorite programs.
C all 800-426-8243 today to jo in .

a w

The Collector’s Edition
5 CD’s - 75 Songs

I Last Remaining M2WB Collections ON SALE NOW!
$50 plus shipping/handling________

SHOP

MONTANA

PBS 800-406-6383

w w w wm o n t a n a p b s . o r g

www.m 2wb.com

1-406-257-8605
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weekdays and, as a sixty-year
member of the National Ski
Patrol, works most winter
weekends on the ski hill. In
the summers Dorothy takes
Benny, her pet skunk, to the
state fair to teach Alaskans
about skunks, an animal not
native to the state. “I can
only sit for a couple of hours
playing pinochle,” Dorothy
admits. “Then I have to get
up and do something.”

ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Marcia Ellen Holland 76
M issoula

Patrick M. Risken '81
Spokane, WA

ISpWR
Sharilyn McGuire Campbell '87 5
Redmond, WA

Michael j . M cDonough 72
Dallas

'6 0 s

Eric D. Botterbusch '87
Everett, WA

Craig W. Crawford '79
: Darien, CT

-

;Thomas J. Dim m er '85
W illiomston, Ml

ILinda Phillips Knoblock '64
[Helena

'Dawn Craven Lochridge'85
i Missoula

[Jon I, Mathews '84
[ Boise, Idaho

fKeli Wenz McQuiston '00
[Missoula

■James A. Messina '93
[Tokomo Park, MD

| Lori Salo Morin *76, '8 1, '07
[Missoula

i Susan Pirrie-Munsinger'90
| kali spell

■iMamie McMeel Prigge '73
Butte

IGeannine T. Rapp '92

'99, Broken Arrow, Oklahoma, was a contestant last
October on W ho Wants to be a M illionaire? "M illionaire came to Tulsa and
had tryouts at a tribal casino," Chris explains. "Twelve hundred people showed
up. Out of the people that passed the thirty-question, ten-minute test, I was one
of four chosen. The 'hot seat' is surprisingly uncomfortable. If it were a Lazy
Boy they would be giving away a lot more money. The bright lights and the two
hundred people audience were also a little intimidating." Chris "walked" at the
$50,000 level and purchased his first computer with part of his winnings.
After graduating from UM, Chris hitchhiked to New Orleans where he
waited tables at the Cajun Club on Bourbon Street and experienced Hurricane
Katrina. He's hiked 2 0 0 miles in Sierra Nevada on the John Muir Trail and
snowboarded easily as many miles. Today he's a waiter at the Southern Hills
Country Club in Tulsa, where he's rubbed elbows with some of the country's
greatest golfers. "For now I'm just sitting on [the rest of the money] until I can
turn it into the million dollars," Chris laughs.
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| Robert D . Ross '71
\ Salt

’60,
Billings, enjoys his half-time
psychotherapy practice in
Billings and Red Lodge.
He and his wife, Patti,
a chemical dependency
counselor, spent from 1998
to 2003 serving the Native
Alaskan population of the
North Slope. Jerry writes
that his two loves, music
and the outdoors, find him
“singing in Billings with
the Magic City Singers
and skiing at Red Lodge
Mountain.” The Nordstroms
have two sons, Jace and
Chris.
DAVID CARPITA ’66 invites
UM alumni and friends
traveling in France to visit
his Seasons of Provence
Cooking School and Mas
de Cornud Country Inn in
Saint-Remy-de-Provence.
David and his wife, Nito,
hold cooking classes and
offer special events for their
guests from May to October.
Enjoy a virtual visit at www.
mascornud.com
LARRY M. FLANAGAN ’68 is
one of fifty-one automobile
dealers nominated for the
2008 TIME Magazine
Dealer of the Year Award.
President of Flanagan’s
Mazda Jeep Lincoln/Mercury
in Missoula, Larry began his
automotive career in 1965.
On the board of directors
for Missoula Youth Homes
since 2003, Larry also has
JERRY L NORDSTROM

tak e City

| Bemd A. Schulte '65
' O cean Ridge, FL

Zane G. Smith '55.
S pringfield, O R

Gregory K. Stahl '82
Missoula

Marcia Holmes Yury '62
laguna Beach, CA

Bill Johnston '79, '91
e x e c u tiv e d i r e c t o r

Keep Us Posted. Sendyour news to Betsy Holmquist, The University o f Montana
Alumni Association, Brantly Hall, Missoula, M T 59812. E-mailyour news to support@
UMontanaAlumni.org, fa x it to 406-243-4467, or call 1-877-UM-ALUMS (877-862-5867).
Material in this issue reached our office by February 15, 2008. Note: the year immediately
following an alums name indicates either an undergraduate degreeyear or attendance at UM.
Graduate degreesfrom UM are indicated by initials.
Snowbirds!Sunbirds: Whenever you changeyour mailing address, please contact the alumni
office. Let us know whereyou are and when. Thank you.
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DOROTHY WEINBERG
ARNOLD ’57, Anchorage,

Alaska, had already taught
elementary school for
twelve years in Montana,
Colorado, and Alaska
before receiving her
undergraduate degree from
UM. A physical education
major, Dorothy taught
W WW.UMT.EDU/M ONTANAN

skiing and swimming while
attending UM. She spent
thirty-two years teaching
before retiring, but soon
realized she missed the
kids too much. Dorothy
signed up to substitute
teach and her phone hasn’t
quit ringing since. “By
the time I am too old to
substitute,” she explains,
“I will have more years in

the classroom than when
I was a full-time teacher.”
Dorothy substitutes most
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Proud of Our Past, Preparedfor Your Future
2330 South Reserve ♦ Missoula ♦ 59801 ♦ 406-728-1790 ♦ www.mtfirst.com

We’re here to help
Montanans have been turning to their
D.A. Davidson Financial Consultants
for help reaching their destinations
since 1937.
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Students need continuing support When you give to the Excellence Fund, you're
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son, daughter, and son-inlaw visited Scandinavia in
celebration of the Carlsons’
fortieth anniversary.
MARGARET F. J O H N S O N ,

served for many years as
the president of Flagship, a
program aimed at keeping
children involved in safe
and constructive afterschool
activities. He and his wife,
Bonnie, have two children
and four grandchildren.

M.F.A. 7 1 , has written The
Drama Teachers Survival
Guide: A complete tool kit
for theatre arts. For thirtyseven years Margaret taught
drama at Missoula’s Sentinel
High School, directing
nearly 200 productions
with casts of up to 300
participants. Following
retirement she continues
to teach acting privately
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70, Great Falls,
won the bet and enjoyed
the winners spoils of a
wheelbarrow ride around the
Cascade County Courthouse
courtesy of bet-losing
Montana State University
alum and best friend Eric
Peterson. The men had
BILL BUSTA

and often finds herself on
the stage side of the lights
in Missoula Community
Theatre productions. Photos
in the book are by Margaret’s
husband, R O N J O H N S O N
’66, whom Margaret
credits for set design,
costumes, scenery building
and painting, wiring, and
photographing all her
productions.
CAROL BAY JUNKERT 7 1

•wagered on the outcome
of the 2007 Griz-Cat game
with stakes that included
Eric singing “Up With
Montana” during the ride.
PAUL R. CARLSON, M.BA.
70, Lincoln, Nebraska, state
comptroller for Nebraska,
received the 2007 National
Association of State
Auditors, Comptrollers,
and Treasurers President’s
Award. Last summer Paul,
his wife, Carol, and their
■
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and GLENN R. JUNKERT 73,
M.A. ’87, Missoula, write,
“We have sold our business,
Hunter Bay Coffee Roasters,
Inc. in Lolo, Montana, after
sixteen years of ownership
and the jitters! Our next ven
ture will be managing two
blogs, grizzlyjournal.com and
missoulajournal.com, as well
as freelance writing, editing,
and graphics work. Glenn
has been involved in journal
ism his whole career, what
ever the job, and now will
have time to pursue what he
really loves: Grizzly sports

Linda McCarthy - M ontana Alumni
Award Recipient, 2008
in< Kay McCarthy received the
inda
Alumni Association's Montana Alumni
W ard at Charter Day, UM's 115th
birthday celebration, held February 19. A
Missoula resident since entering UM in 1985,
McCarthy received her bachelor's degree
in communication studies in 1991 and her
master's degree in public administration
in 1999. McCarthy worked as a student
assistant for both UM admissions and sports
information. She served as the assistant director of sports information from 1989
to 1999 and represented UM at several NCAA championships and USA Track
and Field National Championships, including the 1996 U.S. Olympic Trials.
In 1999 McCarthy began her tenure as the executive director for the
Missoula Downtown Association, an organization that has nearly tripled in
growth and membership over the last nine years. MDA produces upward of
forty membership and forty public events each year, many in conjunction with
The University of Montana. McCarthy's assistance with town-and-gown events
involving the Alumni Association is legend. She currently serves on the board
of directors of the Missoula Convention and Visitors Bureau and volunteers for
UM's Center for Leadership Development.
McCarthy's husband, Tom Gallagher, is the program director for the
computer technology program at the UM College of Technology. They have two
children, Madelyn, six, and Samuel, four.

I Al

The following awards also were presented at Charter Day:
• ASUM Student Service Award: Senior SE A N G IB B O N S , president, UM Students
for Peace and Justice.
• Neil S. Bucklew Presidential Service Award: TERRY PAYNE '63, president and
chairman of the board, Terry Payne and Co. Inc., and chairman of the board
of Payne Financial Group Inc.
• George M. Dennison Presidential Faculty Award for Distinguished
Accomplishment: Professor RICHARD b r i d g e s , UM Department of Biomedical
Sciences.
• George M. Dennison Presidential Faculty Award for Distinguished
Accomplishment: Regents Professor of Ecology STEVE R U N N IN G , UM College
of Forestry and Conservation.
• George M. Dennison Presidential Staff Award for Distinguished
Accomplishment: J U A N A ALCALA '96, director of marketing and recruitment,
UM Enrollment Services.
• Montana Faculty Service Award: Professor JEFFREY GREENE, UM Department
of Political Science.
• Robert T. Pantzer Presidential Humanitarian Award: Professor CASEY CHARLES,
UM Department of English.
The eleventh Native American Lecture, "The Lost Boys' and Buffalo Jumps," was
presented by Eldon Yellowhorn following Charter Day ceremonies. Yellowhorn is
an assistant professor of First Nations Studies and Archaeology at Simon Fraser
University in British Columbia and co-author of First Peoples in Canada.
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NEW TO MARKET. Impeccable log home w/7,000+ sf in private
setting on a rushing creek. 5 BR, 4 BA, Great room, family room and
more. Showcase quality, slate, interior wood, and gourm et's kitchen.
Meadows, pines, views. Close to Missoula. $ 3,200,000 Call Jan

HIGH-END PROPERTY AT A MID-LEVEL PRICE Are you looking
for privacy, charm & room to roam? Don't miss seeing this 3,100+
s.f. Montana retreat on 11.82 lush, w ooded acres. Ready for horses.
Mother nature's second home. $794,500 Call J e a n e tte

LUXURY LOG HOME, vaulted ceilings, rock, tile, interior wood, gour
met's kitchen, 4,500 sq.ft, and great floor plan. Mountain views are
stunning in this foothills setting. Q uiet location with quality homes.
Pond, close to fishing in Bitterroot River. $1,395,000 Call Jan

YOU'VE MOVED MOUNTAINS, NOW LIVE IN A FEW! Visit Chaf
fin Butte Ranch, 4 miles NE of Corvallis, MT. Energy-efficient cus
tom-built 3,500 s.f. home; 5- 20 acre tracts. Hiking trails galore.
House & lOac $749,000 Lots: $275,000 - $315,000 Call J e a n e tte

20 ACRE MOUNTAIN RANCH, guest house, 2 ponds, in the
Bitterroot Mountains. Beautiful kitchen and master suite. G reat room,
log accents, rock fireplace and great floor plan.. $1,495,000
Call Jan o r J e a n e tte

EXUBERANT WESTERN CHARM & MONTANA ELEGANCE 2001
built timber-framed home on 3.15 acres. 5,500 sf, attached guest
house, 10 min from Hamilton, Custom-everything. A wonderful
place for making lifetime memories. $1,950,000 Call J e a n e tte

Jeanette Sayer McKee

Jan King

UM Grad '69
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120 South 5th, Suite 201
Hamilton, Montana 59840
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and Missoula lifestyle. Our
daughter, KENDRA JUNKERT
; STRAND ’03, is in her second
year of the Ph.D. program
in Asian Languages and
Cultures at the University of
Michigan, Ann Arbor, on a
five-year scholarship. Ken
dras thesis work centers on
Japanese literature of the
fourteenth century. She and
her husband, GREGORY
STRAND ’01, spent two years
in Takamatsu, Japan, par
ticipating in the JET (Japan
Exchange and Teaching) pro
gram as teaching assistants
to elementary and junior
high school English teach
ers in the Takamatsu public
school system. Thanks for
consistently producing such
a top-notch magazine—the
writing is interesting and
the design is beautifully
done. We always look for
ward to its arrival.”
MARY JEAN SAPPENFIELD

72, Seattle,
writes, “My husband, Bob
(a Bobcat), and I were
fortunate to stay in Bali,
Republic of Indonesia, for
a month last summer. We
were following our decadeslong interest in gamelan,
the traditional music of
Bali. I was able to do sixteen
watercolors of Balinese
scenes, which I now treasure.
Our twenty-four-year-old
son, Evan, is also in Bali,
studying gamelan music
at the invitation of the
Darmasiswa Program of the
.Indonesian government.”
| A.C. SM ID ’72, Moose,
Wyoming, president of
Bear Trust International,
announces the publication
of The Bear Book, an
anthology offering views of
wild bear research, wildlife
i| management, facts, and
| photographs. The book is
i| available through the Bear
Trust Web site—www.
beartrust.org—with all
I proceeds going direcdy back
I GILMAN
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into wild bear conservation.
BRADLEY W . W E N Z 72
retired June 30, 2007, from
his position as senior vice
president of Northwest Farm
Credit Services after working
thirty-five years. He and his
wife, SH AREN MIREHOUSE
W E N Z 72, are making their
home at the family ranch in
Augusta. Brad writes that he
is now “Shari’s No. 1 hired
man, but insists she give him
sufficient time off for golfing
and fly-fishing. We miss the
Missoula community after
living there for twenty-eight
years, but have kept our
seats in Washington-Grizzly
Stadium and return for all
of the home Griz football
games.”

of the Swift Boat Sailors
Association, the national
treasurer for the Swift Boat
Veterans and POWs for
Truth, and serves on the
board of the Admiral Roy
F. Hoffmann Foundation.
Enlisting in the U.S. Navy
in WWII, Roy Hoffmann
served in the Korean War
and was the commander of
Task Force 115 in Vietnam.
For more information on
the publication, go to www.
warontherivers.com.
MICHAEL R. STEVENSO N 74,
M.M.Ed. 78, Dickinson,
North Dakota, is in his
seventeenth year as a faculty
member at Dickinson High
School. His concert choir

Tin Roof. Following his UM
graduation, Rick attended
the University of California,
Irvine, where he received
a graduate degree in 2006.
Rick toured nationally with
the Montana Rep from
January 23 through April 27.
W EYM OUTH D . SYMM ES

73, M.A. 7 5 , Missoula, has
written This is Latch, The
Story o f Rear Admiral Roy F.
Hofmann. Weymouth is a
founder and first treasurer

Kentucky University, the
Contemporary Arts Center,
and the Cincinnati Art
Museum.

M ARY A N N E D O N O V A N ,

M.F.A. 79, an art teacher
at Cheviot Elementary
School in Cincinnati, Ohio,
received the 2007 Ohio
Outstanding Art Teacher
Award. Mary Anne has
taught at the Art Academy
of Cincinnati, the Fine Arts
Department at Northern

'8 0 s
DO ROTHY J . BRIDGES

’80, president and
chief executive officer,
Franklin National Bank,
Minneapolis, was elected
to the board of directors of
the Federal Reserve Bank of

BIRTHS
Jackson Bain to KIMBERLY R. BA IN ’98 and MICHAEL E.
’98, July 9, 2007, Port Orchard, WA

BA IN

Hadley Anne Smith to BETH K . PRICE ’93 and Lance L.
Smith, October 9, 2007, Missoula
Mason McCarthy Weight to KRISTY MCCARTHY WEIGHT ’98
and Michael J. Weight, November 1, 2007, Arnold, MD

M ARNIE MCMEEL PRIGGE

7 3 writes, “Good day for
the mother of an actor from
Butte, Montana,” with
news that her son, RICHARD
"RICK" PRIGGE 03, West
Hollywood, California,
was cast in the lead role of
Brick Pollitt in the Montana
Repertory Theatre’s 2008
production of Cat on a Hot

and Mikes winning
percentage of .923 is the
best in mens intercollegiate
soccer history at any level.

AnneShirley Avonlea Mangold to TRACY T O W N S E N D
M A N G O L D ’00 and JESS M A N G O L D ’01, November 2, 2007,
Combined Locks, WI

ALUMNI EVENTS 2 0 0 8
was chosen Governors Choir
for 2008 and will perform
at government and capitol
functions throughout the
year. “It [UM s School of
Music] was the only place
I went to,” Michael says. “I
owe it all to them.”
MICHAEL J . PA NTA U O N E 75,
77, won his 400th match
as the head soccer coach at
Yavapai College in Prescott,
Arizona. Building their
soccer program from the
ground up, Mike admits hes
tried convincing prospective
players that “Yavapai” is
a Native American term
for “winning soccer.” His
Roughriders team has won
five national championships,

1-10 Class Reunions 1938, 1948, 1958
6 /2 6 -7 /3 International Travel, Swiss Alps
12-23 International Travel, France
24 Alumni Osprey Night, Missoula

6 Tailgate, San Luis Obispo, CA
Griz vs. Cal Poly
17 Homecoming Pep Rally, Bonfire,
Singing On the Steps, Fireworks
17-

18-

27 International Travel,
Prague/Vienna/Budapest
19 House o f Delegates Annual Meeting
19 Homecoming DAA Awards, 1968
Class Reunion, All Alumni Reception

20 Homecoming Parade, Grizzly Tent
Party, Football
For more inform ation, call the U M A lum ni Association,
877-U M -ALU M S, or visit our
W eb site, unvw.U M ontanaAlum ni.org.
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montanan

Be Relaxed.
Be Comfortable.
Be Entertained.

M o n te in v ite s y o u to c o n s id e r
a $ 1 5 v o lu n ta ry s u b s c rip tio n to
th e

Montanan.

Enjoy our 146 elegant guest room s w ith m icrowave, refrig
erator, and coffee maker. C om plim entary w ired and w ire
less high-speed Internet. W orkout facility, indoor pool,
com plim entary airport shuttle, adjacent to the Silver Creek
gam ing area. Plus 22,000 sq. ft. (including 13,200 sq. f t
ballroom ) o f m eeting and banquet fa cilitie s. Call the hotel
d ire ct a t 406-532-5300, o r to m ake reservations call
1-877-STAY-HGI, o r v is it us at w w w .m issoula.stayhgi.com .

Everything. Right where you need it?

H ilto n

Donations
can be sent

G a rd e n
M issoula

to M ontanan
Editor, 325
Brantly Hall,
The University of
Montana, Missoula,
MT 59812. You
also may call
406-243-2523 and
make a contribution
t via credit card.
I Thanks for your
support.

and Missoula Conference Center

3720 North Reserve Street
Missoula, Montana 59808

A Unique Experience Unlike A ny Other!
B lue C anyon K itch en & Tavern o ffe rs creatively-prepared
Am erican cooking served in the com fortable elegance of
our lodge restaurant. V isit w w w .bluecanyonrestauranlcom
o r call the restaurant at 406.541.2583.

Hiltoninteriors'

BLUE0JYON
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Minneapolis for a three-year
term beginning January 1.
Dorothy has been with the
Franklin National Bank
since 1999 and is actively

when it separated from
the high school. Noted for
demanding excellence from
her pupils, she’s also known
for being their cheerleader,
offering constant
encouragement and support.
Laura also coaches middle
school and high school
volleyball. Laura’s mother,
Donna Brown Boykin, was
a professor at UM’s School
of Education when Laura
was a student at UM. “I
have always been proud of
my teaching roots and the
education Montana gave to
me,” Laura adds.

involved in a variety of
community and professional
activities.

CYNTHIA HILYARD VITONE

SHERYL A . M A N N IN G ’8 1 ,

Portland, Oregon, was
elected
to the
board of
directors
of Capital
Pacific
Bancorp.
As a CPA Sheryl has
worked for several leading
accounting firms and
established her own
independent accounting
practice serving the needs of
publicly held companies.
LAURA BO YK IN BECK ’82,
Seward, Alaska, received a
$10,000 grant for Seward
Middle School as winner of
the 2007 Alaska Teacher of
the Year Award presented
by Wal-Mart and Sam’s
Club. Laura began teaching

’87 writes, “After living
in Tokyo, Japan, for three
years, teaching English on
NHK Television, and then
traveling around the world
with a backpack, I moved
to the San Francisco area

fourteen years ago. I am
now a stay-at-home mom
to two active little boys. My
husband and 1just finished
building a house along the
coast in Montara, California,
twenty miles south of San
Francisco.”
S U S A N A . PENDERGRASS

’88, Orlando, Florida,
is director of business
development for RFL, an
architecture, engineering,
and interior design firm.
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’92, received a
master of science degree in
rangeland ecosystem science
through a distance learning
program offered by Colorado
State University. After
leaving UM, Dave spent
eleven years in Washington
DAVID HAYS

in Alaska twenty-five years
ago at the elementary level.
Laura was responsible for
raising money for the new
library in her middle school
vvWW.UMT.EDU/MONTANAN

LETTER FROM THE ALUMNI DIRECTOR
he Alumni Association welcomes as many
alumni as possible to participate in Homecoming
2008. For many people, Homecoming
means purchasing a ticket for the Grizzly football
game. Due to this year's increased season-reserved
ticket sales and additional student seating, the Alumni
Office only will have 5 5 0 tickets to sell for the game,
down from the 1,350 available last fall.
This reduced number of tickets presents a challenge
for alumni who want to watch the game in Washington-Grizzly Stadium. But with
all challenges come opportunities. The Alumni Association is planning the largest
tented tailgate party ever held on the UM campus. Giant TV screens inside the
tent, plenty of tables, food, and beverages will allow alumni to enjoy game-day
atmosphere without being inside the stadium.
The traditional Homecoming pep rally, bonfire, Singing On the Steps (SOS),
and fireworks will be held on the Oval Wednesday evening. On Friday we
will enjoy the presentation of the Distinguished Alumni Awards, academic open
houses, and the All-Alumni Reception at the Holiday Inn. Saturday's Homecoming
Parade, the largest parade in the state, will start at 10 A.M. and lead alumni
and friends to campus.
We hope to see you at Homecoming 2008 making this year's event the
largest ever, whether you're inside the stadium or enjoying the Grizzly Tent Party.
We will keep you updated on details regarding the stadium ticket sales
and the Grizzly Tent Party. We anticipate using news releases, special mailings
to reunion groups, and postings on our Alumni Association Web page to keep
you informed. We will work hard to make the sale of stadium tickets as equitable
as possible. Tickets that we have available will go on sale Tuesday, July 1. The
price per ticket has yet to be determined.
Homecoming 2008—September 17-20. See you there!

T

Bill Johnston /
Alumni Association Director
state as a park ranger and
park manager. He currently
works for the Bureau of
Land Management in
Winnemucca, Nevada, and
can be reached at fishin_

dave_h@yahoo.com.

T H O M A S A . SA G E ,

PETER C. ELLSWORTH,

’94, Houston, Texas, was
recendy named to the
partnership at Vinson &
Elkins LLP. Texas Monthly
listed Thomas as a “Texas
Rising Star” in bonds/
government finance law
in 2005 and 2006 and as
one of the “Best Lawyers in
America” in public finance
law, 2008. He is a member
of the National Association
of Bond Lawyers where
he serves on the editorial
board and is co-chair of
the associations Associate
Network. A 1991 graduate

M.S. ’93, Missoula, is
vice president for Amera
Resources Corporation.
Peter has more than twentytwo years of experience
in mineral exploration,
development, and mining
throughout North and
South America.
KIMBERLY A . FRANCIS ’93,
Austin, Texas, received her
Ph.D. in sociology from
the University of Texas,
Austin, in 2007. She works
as a research consultant for
nonprofit organizations.

M.A.S.
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Griz/Cat football book
T H E D IV ID E W A R by Pat Kearney
a history £ f the series
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“We encourage you tc^
read this§6ok ana the
frenzy that surrounds
tblsjame,” Donated

i wwwtdlvltfewar.com
Also available aj UM Bookstore
or call Rat Kaaritty 406-782-771

GOT
FREIGHT?

AAosI shipping companies see
you as a seven-digit number
— N ot Unishippers. To us, you're an
individual with individual shipping
needs. W e work with world-class
partners like U S F R e d d a w a y
M id w e s t M o to r E x p r e s s ,
R o a d w a y E x p r e s s , E ste s
E x p r e s s and O l d D o m i n io n
F r e ig h t L in e s to create a customized

program for your shipping needs.
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L o c a te d on the Clark Fork river,
across fro m U o f M, close t o ,
Downtown and 1 5 m inutes from
th e airport. Staying fo r business or
pleasure you w ill enjoy our spacious rooms, queen sized
beds and our heated pool. Kitchenettes are available.
onable, th e breakfast is free.
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Peter Saunders — 406-261-4224
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YEAR OF THE FIRES
The Story of the Great Fires of 1910
by STEPHEN J . PYNE
Forew ord by JOHN M . MACLEAN

The fir e s o f 1910 had
a profound impact on the
West. This books explains
how they occurred, how
they werefought, and their
affect on U.S. fire policy.
MOUNTAIN PRESS PUBLISHING CO.
P.0. Box 2399 * Missoula, Montana 59806
406-728-1900 • TOLL FREE 800-234-5308
web: www.mountain-press.com
e-mail: info@mtnpress.com
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I i of the United States Air
I j Force Academy, Thomas
I ! received his J.D., magna
I ! cum laude, in 1994 from the
I University of Houston and
I ; served as an officer in the
II United States Air Force from
1 1 1991 to 1996.
I DAVID W . SAM PEDRO ’94
K and Bonnie Stober were
I married December 28, 2007.
Ij: Dave is a pharmacist at the
Ij Great Falls Clinic Pharmacy.
I HOLLY ROLLINS ’94, whose
I; I fall 2004 Montanan profile
Ij described her experiences
Ij with Cirque du Soleil, will
I; graduate this spring from
I Harvard’s Graduate School
Ij; of Education. A student
I ! in the arts in education
I program, Holly explores

how movement can support
learning. In December
she choreographed and
performed Eat Pray Love at
the Harvard-Radcliff Dance
Company’s fell performance.
“Rollins made the entire
performance seem effortless,”
reports the Harvard Crimson,
describing her dance on a
large metal hoop suspended
from the ceiling. Prior to
graduate school, Holly
attended the National
Institute of Circus Arts, an
undergraduate department
at Australia’s Swinburne
University, where students
can earn a bachelor’s
degree in circus arts. “In
Australia, contemporary
circus is approached as an
art form,” Holly said in
an interview, likening the
program to majoring in
theater or painting. She has
designed curriculum, taught
movement improvisation
to undergraduates, and
choreographed several
circus spectacles. Eventually
Holly wants to return to
Australia—to teach. “I want

1 NEW LIFE MEMBERS
I Thefollowing alumni andfriends have made a
I commitment to thefuture o fthe UM Alumni
I Association by becoming lifetime members. You can
II join them by calling 877-862-5867 or by visiting our
I Web site: www.UMontanaAlumni.org. The Alumni
I j Association thanks them for their support. This list
! Includes all new lifetime members throughJanuary 31,
| 2008.

I
1
I
I

E!
1
||
I
I
I
I
If
I

I
I
I
I

'69, Great Falls
'69, Great Falls
JAMIE J. A N D E R SO N 91, Medford, OR
FRED D. APPELMAN 67, Missoula
MARJORIE MCGARRY APPELMAN 69, M.A. '89,
Missoula
KIM T. ASHWELL 04, Missoula
JUUE STEWART BISH OP 77, Billings
L RANDALL BISH OP 74, J.D. 77, Billings
MEGAN BOEHNKE 07, Missoula
DENNIS R. CAROLLO 73, Iron Mountain, M I
EDWIN M . CO O K 75, Phoenix
CRAIG W . CRAWFORD 79, Darien, CT
SUSAN SW E N S O N CRAWFORD 79, Darien, CT
LAURA THURSTON DANIEL 76, Butte
STEVEN M . DANIEL 76, Butte
DUANE B. ALLEY
nancy

W O O D alley
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to use the resources of the
university’s circus school to
craft a program for children
that would entail a classroom
of students creating and
planning their own small
circus show,” she explains.
ERIKA H ARR ISON ESKEW ’95
has worked as an advertising
sales representative for the
Contract Publishing Division
of Community Newspapers,
Inc. in Portland, Oregon,
for the past five years.
She sells advertising for
the Jewish Review and for
magazines published by the
Home Builders Association
of Metropolitan Portland.
Erika and Ethan Eskew
were married in May
of 2006, and their son,
Ander, was born October
4, 2006. Anders two aunts,

UM Regents Professor of History Paul Lauren
spoke about attending Slobodan Milosevic’s trial on
the opening night o f the 2008 Alumni Association’s
Community Lecture Series. UMAA’s Community
Lecture Series celebrated its tenth anniversary this
year by having the first three lecturers from 1999
revisit their topics. The sold-out series, “Behind the
Headlines: 10 Years Later,” also featured Department
of History Chair Richard Drake and Associate
Provost for International Programs Mehrdad Kia.
The Great Falls 2008 “Bringing the U to You
Lecture Series,” co-sponsored by UMAA, featured
William Marcus, UM ’s director of Broadcast Media
and host of Backroads o f Montana, and Gary Hawk,
UM Davidson Honors College adjunct professor.
The Alumni Association also sponsored two
lectures in Helena showcasing UM ’s biological
sciences Professor Jerry Bromenshenk and chemistry
Professor Garon Smith.

'64, Fountain Hills, A Z
Ph.D. '83, Tacoma, WA
WILLIAM L FELIX JR . '61, M.B.A. '65, Tucson, A Z
ELLEN M ARKUS FREDRICKSON '67, Murrysville, PA
ROBERT A . FREDRICKSON 65, M.B.A. '67,
Murrysville, PA
SO N A L SH AH FRICKLE, Kalispell
TH O M A S J. FRICKLE '00, Kalispell
WILLIAM D . G IB SO N '64, Bozeman
J O H N ALBANY GOTTULA ’06, Missoula
JANET FREDRICKSON GRAN T '62, Oak Park, CA
JUDITH A . GUENTHER, Billings
ROBERT E. GUENTHER 74, Billing
LYNN M . H A N SE N KIPP 76, Littleton, CO
BEVERLY HAWKINS-LLEWELLYN '83, Frenchtown
BEVERLY J . H IH NALA, Helena
JACK E. HIHNALA 72, Helena
JEFFREY J . HOW A RD ‘81, Las Vegas, N V
MICHAEL F. KATO '86, Burien, WA
MARCIA B. KIRCHER 70, Gaithersburg, MD
ROBERT E. KIRCHER, M.S. 70, Gaithersburg, MD
RO Y E. KORKALO '66, Livingston
DO UG LAS J . KUEFFLER 75, Missoula
DIA N N E E. GEE LAWRENCE '65, San Antonio, TX
KENNETH R. LAWRENCE '63, San Antonio, TX
RICHARD C. LEE 63, Bozeman
ROBERT L DILL

J O H N A . ERNST,

'65, Bozeman
'84, Forsyth
STEPHEN J . M IH INA 89, M.A. '95, Monroe, WI
J U D S O N N . M OORE 48, M.A. 55, Missoula
MARY A . KIDD M OORE 48, Missoula
J O H N R. MURPHY, M.B.A. '82, Jacksonville, FL
LOIS F. MYERS, M.M. 96, San Diego
J O H N R. PETERSON ’81, Spokane, WA
CRISTINA E. R O SS 95, GrandJunction, CO
ERIC P. R O SS 93, GrandJunction, CO
CAREY BEAUM ONT SCHMIDT, J.D. '05, Missoula
MICHAEL G . SHIELDS, M.P.A. '81, Arlington, VA
CHARLES J . STEIN JR. 70, Great Falls
MARGIE STEIN, Great Falls
DANIEL J . SULLIVAN 77, Butte
MARY A N N MCELWAIN SULLIVAN 77, Butte
MICHAEL D . SWEENEY 87, U.S. Embassy,
Vientiane, Laos
KENNETH W . T H O M P SO N JR ., Missoula
ROBERT R. THROSSELL 80, Helena
ELLEN HOW E VICTOR 79, Spokane, WA
STEVE B. VICTOR, Spokane, WA
BURTON D . WILLIAMS 68, Fishtail
OPAL L W INEBRENNER 74, J.D. 81, Arlington, VA
RICHARD D . W INHOFER 75, Billing
ROSEMARY MITCHELL LEE

CALLEN R. M ACCONNEL
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IET'EM KNOW
YOU'REA FAN!
W hether yo u 're a student, a lum ni, o r a fan, show
yo ur s u p p o rt fo r th e U niversity o f M ontana
Grizzlies. We d esign a n d m anufacture officially
licensed G riz “ G am e-G ear” to ke ep yo u w arm
a nd d ry a t th e g am e o r in fro n t o f th e TV.

Stay Warm and Dry w ith th is G rizzly Game Day
DOWN COMFORTER AND DUVET

DOWN COMFORTER

FOR A FARMER.
SHE PRODUCES MILK.
FOR A UNIVERSITY,
SHE LAYS GOLDEN EGGS.

M icro-fleece filled with
g enuine G oose Down.
f t E A ( i n FREE SHIPPING IN THE
CONTINENTAL US!

VUlliUU
WATERPROOF
DUVET
Waterproof, windproof,
breathable Taslan* fabric duvet.
Folds inside its carry bag fo r use

vJQ QQ

Order the set for $125.00
FREE SHIPPING IN THE CONTINENTAL US!

The GRIZZLY GAME DAY PONCHO is the Perfect
Accessory To Your Current Grizzly Arsenal

GAME DAY PONCHO
jn

Waterproof, windproof,
I breathable Taslan* fabric
1 for warm, dry comfort.
Polartec*fleece-linedhooc
and pocket.

■L j L I

Pocket-in-pocket for keys,
or a handwarmer pack
(sold separately).

FREE SHIPPING IN THE CONTINENTAL US!
AVAILABLE IN MED. & LG.

$85.00

VISIT US IN P0LS0N OR ONLINE
FORTHE BEST IN...
Genuine Down Comforters • Pillows Made Right Here
in our Factory! • Featherbeds • Sheepskin Footwear

THREE D O G DOWN

1-800-D0G-D0WN
threedoedown.com
48841 US Hvvy. 93 Poison. MT 59860
'Just across the bridge'

To m ake y o u r c o m m itm e n t to UM a tru e legacy,
consider d o n a tin g real estate. N ot o n ly is it a UM
c o n trib u tio n th a t lasts, it's advantageous fo r you,
too. Avoid capital gains tax, co n ve rt non-incom e
producing assets to cash flow , o r reduce or
elim inate your real estate tax. To learn more, co n ta ct
o u r G ift P la n n in g D ire cto r, Theresa T im m s Boyer,
at 8 0 0 -4 4 3 -2 5 9 3 o r Theresa.Timms@mso.umt.edu.

f^ea/ lisfofe Venation Options
• Ranchland, farmland or
undeveloped land
• Condominium or vacation home
• Rental/1031 exchange property
• Commercial buildinq

TheUniversityof Montana

Foundation
Gift p l a n n in g

aboufahim ni
SYLVIA H ARR ISON EG AN

'53 and SHEILA H ARR ISON
DOUGHERTY '59, are UM
alums, as are his grandfather,
JOHN HARRISON '65,
his great-grandmother,
ELIZABETH BOW ER

'32, and his
great-grandfather, SCOTT HILL
HARRISON '32. “My aunts,
grandmother, and I were also
all members of Kappa Kappa
Gamma sorority,” Erika
writes. “We have a long UM
history, and I am hoping
that my little one is going to
be a UM grad as well!”
HARRISON

Helena, is the conservation
director for Montana Trout
Unlimited. Previously, Mark
worked for Lewis and Clark
Expeditions on the Smith
River and lobbied for Trout
Unlimited in the Montana
Legislature. A committed
environmental and outdoors

#0 0
00,
Olympia, Washington,
graduated in June 2007
from the University of
Washington Law School
and is currently a law clerk
for Justice Susan J. Owens
of the Washington State
Supreme Court.
MARK AAGENES 01,
ANDREA L. SCHMITT

advocate, Mark hopes to
provide “future Montanans
the same opportunities I
had to hunt, fish, and play
outside.”
AN D R EA G . SHIPLEY ' 0 1 ,

Boise, Idaho, is executive
director of the Snake
River Alliance, a nonprofit
working toward energy

RENEWED LIFETIME
MEMBERSHIPS
In December the Alumni Association asked lifetime
members o ften years and longer i f they would like to
renew their membership commitment as a way to show
their continuing support o fthe association. Lifetime
membership renewal is completely optional, and all cur
rent life members retain their benefits regardless o ftheir
choice to renew or not. Thefallowing lifetime members
have renewed their lifetime membership to the Alumni
Association. We thank them. I f you would like to renew
your lifetime membership, please call 877-862-5867 or
visit our Web site: wunu. UMontanaAlumni.org.
MARILYN J. A N D E R SO N ’60, M ill Valley, CA
KATHY M A N N BARTLETT ’69, Olympia, WA
JOHN C. BO H U NG ER ’60, Clancy
JO ANNE BRENNER, Sidney
WILUAM A . BRENNER 79, Sidney
CINDY LEE CARLSON 90, Butte
ROBERT M . CARLSON 76, J.D. 79, Butte
JAMES A . CHRISTENSEN '66, M.S. 78, Philipsburg
JANET CHRISTENSEN, Philipsburg
COUN D . COLE ’80, Los Angeles
FREDERICK A . C O M PTO N ’82, Glasgow
JFANNIE MEDVED C O M PTO N 82, Glasgow
DANIEL B. CORTS ’59, M.A. ’66, Arlington, VA
RUSSELL E. DEGROAT 52, Roseburg, OR
^^W.UMT.EOU/MONTANAN

solutions for Idaho and
serving as the states nuclear
watchdog. Andrea’s poetry
has been published in Bend,
Don’t Shatter: Poets on the
Beginning o f Desire by Red
Rattle Books. “A while
back, I saw an article in the
Montanan that illuminated
the things you can achieve
with a liberal arts degree,”
Andrea writes. “I feel like my
time at UM helped me to
get where I am today.”
TYLER J . DISBURG ’03,
chief administrative officer
at Montana First Credit
Union in Missoula, was
elected to a three-year seat
on the executive committee
of the CUNA Marketing
and Business Development
Council.
BRIDGET LYNN DO BR OW SKI

’03, a first-year master’s
student at the Donald Bren
School of Environmental
Science and Management at
the University of California,
Santa Barbara, was awarded

a Jean and Barry Schuyler
Prize for 2007-08. Prior to
enrolling at Bren, Bridget
was an agricultural water
quality coordinator with
the Monterey Bay National
Marine Sanctuary and a
biological science technician
with the Zion National

Park Service. While at
Bren Bridget will study
conservation planning
with an emphasis in water
resource management.
MELISSA MARIE RAY ’03,
M.A. ’07, writes from
Sheridan, Wyoming, where
she is a project archeologist
with ACR Consultants, Inc.,
“I am getting married this

53
(In Memoriam by George C. Weatherston 56,
Fargo, ND)
JERRY D . DONNELLY 51, M.A. 52 (In Memoriam
by George C. Weatherston 56, Fargo, ND)
KATHRYN M A N N EBERLING 91, Plentywood
M AR VIN A . EBERLING 90, Plentywood
ROBERT L EHLERS, J.D. 51, West St. Paul, M N
J O H N P. EIDEL ’43, Great Falls
MAE N A N W IN D H A M -R O B IN S O N ELLINGSON 70,
J.D. 76, Missoula
D . JA N E FILLNER, Ronan
RUSSELL K . FILLNER, J.D. 52, Ronan
DO N A LD E. FRALEY ’63, Scottsdale, A Z
ALBERT J . GALEN 50, J.D. 52, West Covina, CA
PEGGY HANLEY GALEN ’48, West Covina, CA
BETTY GILBERTSON, West St. Paul, M N
LYLE M . GLASCOCK ’62, Evans, GA
GERALD C. GUETTLER 54, Villa Rica, GA
RUSSELL E. H U G G IN S 70, Reno, N V
RICHARD M . JA C K SO N 52, Beaverton, OR
J O H N D . JA W O R 77, Winnetka, IL
ELLSWORTH D . K N U T SO N 49, West Covina, CA
SHIRLEY E. KOPITZKE 56, Lethbridge, Alberta
JACK L KROUT ’46, ’0 5 Petaluma, CA
VERN A BRACKM AN KROUT 46, Petaluma, CA
BY R O N M . LEE 3
’ 9, Seattle
LOIS LEE, Seattle
W ARREN L LITTLE 52, 53, J.D. ’54, Missoula
JANICE WEATHERSTON DONNELLY

fall to Bryan
Gentry in my
family’s field
with lots of
sunflowers
and hay
bales! Also,
a synopsis of
my thesis is
in press with
American Indian Rock Art
Journal
M A N D A BETH DAVIS ’06
is attending Columbia
University Teachers College
in New York City where she
is pursuing a doctoral degree
in early childhood special
education.

EMMA BRAVO L O M M A SSO N

33, M.A. ’39,

Missoula
39, Williamsburg VA
49, 50, London, England
RAYMOND P. M OUNE JR., M.B.A. ’69, Bellingham, WA
J O A N CLARE SMITH M O N A G H A N '64, Kalispell
LEWIS W . M OO RE 42, Missoula
BY R O N F. MURPHEY 39, Albuquerque, N M
MAUREEN L. M URPHY 59, Laguna Woods, CA
BETTY J . AK ER SO N O 'BRIEN ’61, Colville, WA
W ILMA J. O KSENDAH L 48, Kailua, H I
D A W S O N N . OPPENHEIMER 48, Jacksonville, FL
A N N MARIE PRENDERGAST PANTZER 40, Missoula
BRADLEY B . PARRISH ’63, J.D. 67, Lewistown
DALE J . SCHILUNGER 77, Spokane, WA
JEA NN E DUFFY SCHILLINGER 77, Spokane, WA
KATHRYN C. STIMATZ 77, Camano Island, WA
KATHERINE RITENOUR SYLVESTER 49, Stevensville
V E R N O N E. SYLVESTER 50, Stevensville
DE N N IS W A SH IN G T O N Hon. Ph.D. ’97, Missoula
PHYLLIS J . PETERSON W A S H IN G T O N ’64, Missoula
PHILIP J. W EISNER 78, M.B.A. ’80, Armonk, N Y
NELSO N S . WELLER 58, Healdsburg CA
LENA VERWOLF W H IT SO N '65, Libby
DAVID J . WILL 66, ’67, Lacombe, Alberta
LARRY D . WILLIAMS, M.F.A. 75, Sioux City, LA
REBECCA R. WILLIAMS, Sioux City IA
RICHARD G . W O H LG EN AN T 52, Denver, CO
MARGARET L W O O 75, Helena
JAM ES W . LOVE

JAM ES R. M ASTERSON
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V enture down to the

L u xury D o w n to w n L ivin g

jD oesn ’t h ave to be e x p e n siv e .
Missoula’s Finest Condos!
When lifestyle is important th
Flats is perfect: stylish, effick
granite countertops, fjpt-iri s
eiitertamment center, Quality
Jxtures and hardwoodfloors
the’oeginning. Then we addi
gated, covered parWniprivai
Ijtorage, controjinacce^^
.iable TVand broadband i
Bfltiimni Did we mention Ml
Hmmunity room. fitnes^H
Hid a great locationj^H

Whooping Crones Gallery

CONTEMPORARY FINE ART AMP CRA FT j
D IST IN C T IV E C IFT*

for a smorgasbord of
contemporary fine art, photography,
prints, cards, jewelry, ceramics, hats,
scarves, unique clothing, decorative
western furniture, and more . . .
The Gallery h osts m onthly shows featuring
local and regional artists and receptions
from 5 -8 p .m . th e first Friday of each
m onth. Open Monday ~ Saturday 10~6pm .

www.whoopingcronesgallery.com
5 0 8 E. B ro a d w a y M is s o u la , M T. 4 0 6 - 7 2 1 - 3 0 4 2

BUTTERFLYHERBS
THE ESSENCE OF MISSOULA

COFFEES • TEAS • HERBS • SPICES
UNUSUAL GIFTS

J e f f E ll i s , B r o k e r

406-529-5087
801 N. O r a n g e
www.uptownflatsmi ssoula.com

G la c ie r E>lend
r venirtg in M issoula
M o n ta n a G ° ld

232 NORTH HIGGINS AVENUE
mail order to ll fr e e 888.728.8780

Your UM Alumni Association dues
sponsor the 50 & 60 year Class
Reunions at Commencement and
the 40 year Class Reunion at
Homecoming.

Your UM friends are here. R elbnnew w ith them today.'

* Annual Membership
Single $50 • Dual $70
* Life Membership (payment plans available)
Single $550 • Dual $700
* New Braduate (first year out) $20
W ith every Life Membership
you w ill receive a University
of Montana Alumni Association
plush fleece throw.

CLA88

OF 1054

W ith every Annual
Membership you w ill .
receive a set o f colorful *
Griz taillight covers.

If you’re currently not a member, call 877.IIM.ALUMS er log onto www.IIMontanaAlumni.onp TODAY arid check out our great benefits!

aboutalum ni J j
LOUIS F. PENWELL

IN MEMORIAM
To be included in *In Memoriam, | the UM Alumni Association requires a
newspaper obituary or a letter o f notification from the immediatefamily. We
extend sympathy to thefamilies o f thefollowing alumni, faculty, andfriends.
FLORENCE JARUSSI FAIRBANKS

3’ 1,

Red Lodge
32,

RUSSELL C. GATES

CORNELIA CLACK GRAHAM

47, Ronan
47, Sun City West,

WILLIAM R. ANDERSON

Milwaukee, W1
34,

Kalispell
E.F. CULLERTON

47,

ELAINE HOOVER ANDERSON

Helena

MARGARET LEASE ELLIOTT

AZ
PAUL S . RHOADES

35, Denver, CO
35, M.Ed.

47, Des Moines,

IA

DOROTHY MARY SHEETS

JO H N THOMAS VANCE

'49, Butte

OR

EDITH PETERSON GRONHOVD

36,

Billings

WILLIS B. JO N ES , J.D.

47, Portland,
48, Billing
. 48,

DONALD W . MCKENNA J .D

NORMA EDITH OAKLAND

37, Seattle
38,

Hamilton

JANE LEONARD FARRINGTON

THOMAS A. WALBRIDGE,

Butte

Blacksburg VA

EDWIN WALLACE STEIN

38, Peoria,

The Villages, FL

LEONARD BENJAMIN WEISSMAN

ROBERT J . WEBB , J.D.

38, Great Falls

M.A. 48,

49, J.D. 51,

CHADWICK H . SMITH

AZ

JOHN W IN G B L A C K ,//).

49, Oakland,

CA
39,

CHARLES E. BELTZER

50, Lafayette,

Hinsdale

CO

PAUL J . CHUMRAU

39, Missoula
39, Lutz, FL
DONALD WALTON LYNCH 39,
Riverside, CA
JUDY PRESTON PERRAULT 39, Ennis
LUCILLE SWEENEY CHESBRO 40, Belt
PETER R. NELSON '40, Billing

DIANA MATSON ECTON

SIG H. JACOBSEN

Bozeman
THOMAS EDWARD KELLY
ROBERT WILLIAM POESY

50,
'50, Butte
50, Eugene,

OR
JANET BLESSING SCHWENGEL

50,

Bowie, MD

RICHARD A. "D ICK" W ILKINSON,

HOWARD G ORD O N STUART

J.D. '40, Helena
CARL E. SPETZ 40, Tucson, A Z

JUSEPH AUGUSTINE WIRAK

50,

Butte
50,

m a r ie j o h a n n e a s k v o l d

Helena

41, Kent, OH
ROBERT J . TUBBS 41, Helena
ALLEN ERNEST BOND '42, Billing
LEO F. DEEGAN '42, San Diego
JEAN NICHOLS KUHN 42, Scottsdale,
AZ
CORINNE SEGUIN LEA 42, Federal
Way WA
WARREN C. LOVINGER 42, M.Ed
44, Columbia, MO

51,
Oklahoma City OK
DONALD W . KIND 51, Arizona City
AZ

MCGINNIS

JOANN MARIE MIDDLETON SMITH

42, Kalispell
LORRAINE WEIDNER BROW N

43,

Troy
43, Naples, FL
43, Helena
WARY MARGARET MARSHALL 43,
Burlington, WA
PAUL E. ZUELKE 43, Warrenton, OR
EARL CHRISTENSEN
LESTER S. HANSEN

w WW.UMT.EDU/MONTANAN

53, Billing
53, J.D.

H . J . "JA C K " PINSONEAULT

DONALD G . ASHENBRENNER

MALCOLM "SCOTTY" MACCALMAN,

J.D. 51, Deer Lodge
ELMER E. ZANTO 51, Loma
JAMES RALPH CRONIN 52, Billing
LAMOYNE BERGER KINZELL 52,
Palmdale, CA
JAMES HAROLD NICHOLS 52, Selah,
WA
WILLIAM REYNOLDS 52, Eugene, OR
BYRON J . TOW NSEND, M .Ed '52,
Columbus
BURTON O . BOSCH 53, J.D. 55,
Mesa, A Z
CATHERINE COTTER "KAY" DOIG 53,
Livington
RICHARD MILNE 53, Littleton, CO

RALPH F. FULGHAM

AZ

54, Missoula
FRANCIS LEONARD POLUTNIK

75, Kingman, A Z i
78, St. Michaels,

JEROME P. ASICH

53,

Helena

Fairfield

ROBERT DEWING "B O B " GRAVES

ODETTE GUAY SENKYR

54, Billing

MN

BENJAMIN M YRON KRAMER 54,
M.A. 56, Washingon, DC
H. RICHARD FEVOLD 56, Missoula
ALICE JUU A SMITH KRAUT 56,
Helena
PHILIP A . STANLEY 56, M.Ed. '62,
Turner, OR
ALAN J . "A N D Y " ANDERSON '57,
M.M. '65, Hillsboro, OR
THOMAS "D O U G " EGAN 57, Yuma,
AZ
RAYMOND LOUIS MERWIN 58,
Shoreline, WA
LEROY HENRY PETERSON 58, Butte
KENNETH MAYNARD GUE 59, Great
Falls
BRUCE L T. WATKINS 59, Great Falls
GAIL MARIE WARD ’60, Portsmouth,
RI
EDWARD L TISCH, M.S. '61, Port
Angeles, WA
WILLIAM "BILL" DAN WEIDNER ’61,
Prosser, WA
DAVID MARIUS ASKEVOLD ’62,
Halifax, Nova Scotia
JEANETTE ROSE VARGO ’62, Billing
JO H N P. ALLISON ’64, Salem, OR
GEORGE A. DANSKIN 64, New
Paltz, N Y
GARY F. DEMAREE ’64, Helena
BARRY DANIEL WEBB ’65, Helena
SANDRA MARLENE STAI ’66, Great
Falls
ARTHUR J . MAUTZ ’69, West Linn, OR
ALFRED F. TAMAYO, M.A. 70,
Dickinson, ND
NEIL E. UGRIN, J.D. 70, Great Falls
STEVEN M . ELLIOT, J.D. 71, Billing
DANIEL HAROLD MCCALL 71, Billing
HAROLD R. KNODEL, M.Ed. 72,
Wilsall
JEREL S . "JERRY" BARNHART 73,
74, M.A. 77, Forked River, NJ
RICHARD HARRY MEEHAN 73,
M.B.A. 74, Freeland WA
PAUL J . BURKE II 74, Saint Paul,
MN
BRUCE WILLIAM DOBNEY 74, '81,
Anaconda
PEGGIE LOU KELLEY WAGY 74,
Lincoln, NE

78,

MARK EUGENE KALANICK

79, Baudette,

LILLIAN E. "S ISS Y " SMITH

79,

Browning
SO, Dundee,

MARK ALEX HATTRUP

OR
CAROL JEAN CLUTIS MORRIS

’83,

Missoula
KEVIN PAULSON

'83, Plentywood

A N N NANCY HARRINGTON,

M.ACCT. ’84, Missoula
CARRIE BRINKMAN M CCANN

’86,

Seattle
KATE FITZPATRICK O'KEEFE

’88,

Shoreline, WA
MARILYN HATTLEBERG SMITH,

M.Ed.

'88, Helena
91, Missoula
'95, Seeley Lake
MICHAEL D. PRICHARD 95,
Birmingham, AL
ROBERT G . S T E E L E ,//).

KERRI LETA HODIK

CATHY ANNE CLARK CHRISTENSEN

96, Victor
MATTHEW CHARLES KAMPSHOFF

98, Cordova, A K
MATTHEW M . SANDLER,

M.S. '01,

San Marcos, CA
ALEXANDER MAURICE HART, J.D.

'02, Missoula
'07, Missoula
Missoula

DAVID LANDECK JR .

MARTHA LUSE ALMEN,

BARBARA FARQUHAR BLUMBERG,

Bigfork
CLAIRE CARLSON,

Missoula

ALFREDO CIPOLATO, Missoula
BETTIE B. COLLINS, Spokane, WA

Great Falls
Missoula

DAVID S. DAVIDSON,
DEAN G . H A N SO N ,

HENRY "H A N K " HARRINGTON,

Missoula
Simms
Citrus Heights,

LARRY SEQUIST LAROCQUE,
MARIE MCDONALD,

CA
ROBERT JO H N MORRISETTE,

Winston,

OR
KARL O H S ,

Helena

C. LLOYD OSTERVOLD,

Cathlamet,

WA
CHARLES RICHARD RAYMOND,
PERRY F. ROYS, Poison

Butte i

CHARLOTTE SIMONICH, Butte
OLIVER ODES STEELE, Butte
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BY BETSY HQLMQUIST

SUITING UP
The History of G rizzly Sports Uniforms

t

1) Robbie Holmes,
1904

FO O TBALL

■

Fabrics, fashion, technology, and budget tell much of the
story of Grizzly sports uniforms. Early UM football players
• cobbled together their uniforms—stitching on leather and
V ' sheepskin— to fit their needs. There were no pockets in their
canvas pants to insert the molded pads like todays players use. No
^B
gloves. No cleats. No chest protectors, only a sweater under—or over—
a laced vest that might include shoulder pads. (1) There was no moisturewicking under jerseys or custom-designed helmets with face protectors that
current Grizzlies enjoy—only a padded, ear-flapped cap, if any. Most early
players wore no headgear at all until leather helmets, called “dog ears,” and
resembling early aviator headgear, appeared in the 1920s. Plastic helmets
debuted following World War II and have been refined and redesigned
every year since, as have the shoes. (2)
Todays Grizzlies may have up to five pairs of
shoes depending on field and weather conditions.
JJ
They now also have practice uniforms, workout
gear, cold-weather gear, custom-fitted helmets that
are adjusted before and during every game, and
several JNike game-day uniforms. 1he era or cotton,
canvas, and wool uniforms and leather hand-sewn
pads has long passed. Synthetic fibers and materials
will continue to dictate the design, comfort, and
vl.
style o f future sports uniforms. And the
budget? Outfitting one Grizzly football
player today costs $1,500.

2) Bob Boyes, 1 9 7 9

3) W om en's basketball team , 191 5

M E N 'S & W O M E N 'S B A S K E T B A LL
m
■ i ■ 1 U
I J b B iH '

4) Men's basketball
team , 1 9 0 7

For more exclusive
photos and stories
of sports uniforms
throughout the
decades, visit www.
umt.edu/Montanan.
44
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Bows, blouses, and bloomers best describe
the first women's basketball uniforms. (3)
Sailor, or middy tops, were another uniform
choice for women athletes—usually physical
I A D r
education majors—who earned points toward
their letters for classroom and intramural
participation. Womens basketball remained an
^B
intramural sport until 1974.
The earliest mens basketball teams wore shorts longer I
than would be seen until the 1990s. ( 4 ) Photos show that
early players’ jerseys, often made of wool, were handed
down to become the track team’s uniforms.
Shiny short shorts and variations o f the tank top
dominated basketball courts for decades until street fashion
invaded the gym. (5) The rise of rap and hip hop brought the
comfort and cover-up players were ready for. Today’s basketball
^
bottoms have traveled to below the knees. Uniform catalogues, in
fact, now offer plus two-inch and plus four-inch additional lengths for
the shorts ... just in case.

5) Shannon Cate,
1992

Everyday Inspiration jjj

Who would have thought everyday inspiration is just 10
minutes from downtown Missoula, Montana?
Rolling mountains, 18 holes of golf, 270 homesites, and the
famous Clark Fork River - all in one special place.
Enjoy a unique blending of community and recreation
providing a lifestyle for those who seek the convenience of
city living but dream of escaping to a world set apart.

www. canyonrivergol)community, com

CANYON
R IV E R

Real Estate Sales Office

406 721-8500
-

G O

I. F

C O M M U N I T Y

Missoula’s premier golf community. Inspired design customized for your lifestyle.

A nd T he C hoice is Y o u rs

T he Sky is th e L im it
•

The CollegeSure CD: a variable rate certificate of deposit
indexed to a measure of college inflation. Through
the CollegeSure CD, you can prepay college education
at a fraction of tomorrow’s prices.

•

The InvestorSure CD: a variable rate certificate of
deposit indexed to the S&P 500. Investments held to
maturity will receive at least 85 percent of the aver
age increase in the S&P 500 based on a formula, and
principal is guaranteed.

•

Additional investments are available through Pacific
Life Funds.

The Montana Family Education Savings Program (MFESP) features two
safe investments, the CollegeSure CD and the all-new InvestorSure CD
- both are FDIC insured to at least $100,000 per depositor, have multiple

Call today to receive an m
information kit about m
Montana’s State Sponsored 529 Plans m
1- 8 0 0 - 8 8 8 - 2 7 2 3 m

options, and are sold without enrollment fees.

Any U.S. taxpayer, regardless of income, may establish a tax-favored college
savings account for anyone - including themselves, to help pay for qualified

or enroll online at m
http://montana.collegesavings.com m

higher education expenses. There are no in-state use restrictions. Use the
proceeds at any eligible college, university, proprietary or vocational
school worldwide.
Information is accurate as o f March 2008. Prices and yields may change. Recent and historical rates of return may not be indicative o f future rates o f return and cannot be used to predict
rates o f return for future periods. Substantial penalty for early withdrawal. Not insured by the State of Montana. Neither the principal invested or the investment return is guaranteed by the
State o f Montana. Read the Disclosure Statement carefully before you invest or send money. Participation in the Montana Program does not guarantee admission to any institution. © 2008
College Savings Bank. Member FDIC. All rights reserved. S&P 500 is a registered trademark, used with permission of the Standard and Poor's Corpoation. InvestorSure and CollegeSure
are registered trademarks o f College Savings Bank. FDIC insurance available for InvestorSure product for principal amount o f investment only.
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